TEPHROCACTUS
Incl. Maihueniopsis, Puna and related genera

T. curvispinus near Pachaco, San Juan, Argentina.
Photo by Zlatko Janeba.
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Secretary's Page
The past year (1998) has been quite a successful year for us in a number of ways. Our
membership has risen considerably and our "One Day Meeting" has been very well
attended and we have already made preparations for an "All-Day-Meeting" again in 1999
for Sunday the l" August. The subject will be the "Bolivianus" group.
Alan Hill has also discovered a printer locally that gives a quick and efficient service and
Subscriptions remain at £10.- for the year for the UK and EU (£14.- for overseas)!
We hope that more members will reach for the pen (or computer) this year. Articles are
always very welcome on all aspects, so please don't hesitate to air your views and
experiences. If some of you are in doubt about how to go about some of the finer points of
putting together an article, 1 can send you a copy of guidance leaflet and a recent "Botany
Advisory Leaflet" which gives recommendations on style for printing Plant Names. S.A.E. Please!

All articles and comment should be send to the Sub-Editor;
William Jackson. 6Q.HardwckRoad. Sutton Cold field. W. Midlands B74 SDL
May I also remind you that our editor will be pleased to receive small adverts for
publication in the Journal for "plants, cuttings or seed", or any surplus plants or cuttings
you can offer either for sale or exchange. Adverts of 30 words or less are free to
members!

Wanted:
Copies of TSG Vol. 1 & 2 have become like Gold Dust!
The following members would be pleased to receive any spare copies or photostats:
/latko JanebaStudentska 1598, ( 7 5 1 1 0 Turnov, Czech Rep.
Adolf Miihl, Oberturm 16, A 7531 Kemeten, Austria
Dawn Nelson, "Passe Remind", Averon -Bergelle, F-32290 Aignan, France
They would very much appreciate it if you could help!!!

Back Copies are now available for the following;
Vol. 3 The complete Volume with No.l to 4 1997
Vol. 4 The complete Volume with No,l to 4 1998
Each Volume is obtainable complete, postage paid for
£10.- U.K.
£14.- overseas
$25.- U.S.A (iii $ notes only)
(All cheques payable in Sterling , made out to: "Tephrocactus Study Group")
from: Rene Geissler, "Winsford" Kingston Road, Slimbridge, Glos. GL2 ?BW
(If you write to an Official of the TSG and would like to receive a reply, please include an S.A.K., or
Int. Reply Coupon)

Make a note now: "Meeting 1st August 499"
At Slimbridge Village Hall
(See you at the meeting! But please let me know if you are coming in order to make the
arrangement for catering at the Pub!!!)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lumpers or Splitters?
I enclose my cheque for the 1999 subscription with pleasure and look forward to another
twelve months of interesting reading!
The comments re. Wallace's D.N.A. evidence from Dr. Kiesling were very interesting. I
was fortunate to attend the marvellous lectures on taxonomy/classification by Dr. Edward
Anderson (Desert Botanical Garden, Whiteman College) and afterwards a few of us
joined him for an evening meal (a Curry - how very English!), during which he told us of
Wallace's work. He also said that the work was being prepared for publication, which
would give details of the latest thinking re the proposed breaking-up of the unwieldy
entity known as "Opuntia", into several good genera.
It also turned out that Ed. was on his way to discuss these latest findings with Nigel
Taylor, and he expected quite a bit of fun with the "Arch-Lumper".
It is amazing to think that, for all his faults, Backeberg may turn out to have had a better
idea of the evolutionary relationship in the Opuntiodeae then the "Lumpers", who have
had sway for the last 30 years. It was obvious to all of us who cultivated and studied these
plants, that fruit and seed characteristics alone showed differences at generic level. I
think that some of the Botanists at Kew were hung up by the similarity of the flowers
within most of the genera. But from my Botany of over half a century ago I seem to
remember that flower structures are less plastic features and tend to remain "fixed"
during many evolutionary processes.
Wilfred Phillips

Roberto Riesling
writes from Argentina to add to his article on "Important Habitat News" vol. 4. 4 /291 as
follows: "In my previous letter I have commented about the environment at San Juan at
mountains up to 4000 m (between latitude 29 and 32), but I am afraid this could be
interpreted as general. In fact at Jujuy in the more northern part of Argentina where
Maihueniopsis can be found up to 5000 m (15000 ft), further south in Patagonia however
they will only occur at much lower levels, perhaps below 700 m (2100 ft).
BACK NUMBERS.
Copies of Volumes 1, 3 and 4 are available at a cost of £10 per
volume post paid. It is hoped Volume 2 will be available soon.
Please note that back numbers are only sold in complete
volumes. Please send orders to R Geissler, "Winsford",
Kingston Rd, Slimbridge, Glos. GL2 7BW and make cheques
out to the TSG.
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Comments on Vol. 4 No. 3
Cold & Damp
A very interesting article about the causes of "sooty mould". Unfortunately I do not
have the luxury of electricity hi my greenhouses and, anyway, most of my Tephro's
are hi a cold frame. I do agree that ventilation is important and all cacti benefit from
open doors and windows in the whiter provided the temperature allows. I was
inspecting my plants recently and noticed several In the articulatus and sphaericus
groups were getting mould around the areoles and even on the spines so I must raid
the washing-up liquid cupboard soon! This must have been one of the wettest
autumn and early whiter periods for many years, bad news for our favourite plants
but good for the water table. It wfll be Interesting to see how those members who
keep some of their plants outdoors all year round wfll fare after this whiter.
Seed Sowing
I have had very poor germination from the seeds we redeved this year via Rene so I
have decided to copy Ed Fletcher's methods and have left the pots to their fate
outside and wfll watch with interest next Spring. If indeed I do get some germination
I will have to re-think my previous findings using heat alone.
Revision of Austrocyttndropunfla/T.weberl
If we take a "typical" Maihueniopsis as being glomerata or neuquensls then how does
Austrocyttndropuntla fit into this group? As a layman they seem so distinct as to be
from another planet I await with interest the first report that chalk is now to be
considered as a type of cheese! On the other hand I could be persuaded that T.
weberl Is related to the Austro's as there is a similarity of form and T.weberi looks so
unlike any other Tephro. I also seem to think that I have seen elongated joints which
have split into new, shorter joints rather than distinct segments, but this may be my
imagination.
Puna bonnieae
Many thanks to Janeba Zlatko for his explanation of the history of this recent
discovery.
T.geometricus flowering
To all those people who seem not only able to grow this plant like a weed but flower It
as well all I can say is that I am extremely envious (In the nicest possible way). On the
subject of flowering I still cannot understand why I do not get more flowers than I do
while- others seem to have an abundance of flowers every year. Much has been
written in the past about the reduced light levels in this country but there seems to
me to be one major flaw in this theory. Our Tephrocacti and other small Opuntias
grow In the company of other cacti such as Matucana, Coplapoa, Oroya, Loblvla,
Espostoa and Oreocereus. Ok, so some of these have to be a good age before they
flower but most of the smaller South American cacti are easily flowered so why are
the Opuntias different?
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Another possible theory is that they would do better bedded out with a free root run
but this does not explain the two headed geometricus flowering In a pot. ff was
reading an old Chileans journal recently where a member had experimented with
holding back water In mid-summer with very good results. The reasoning was that, In
habitat, the plants are subjected to a hot dry spell In the middle of the growing
season (June here) and this could stimulate the plants natural survival mechanisms
and force flowering. Most of us water every 1-2 weeks right through from April to
September. He with held water at the end of May for about 6 weeks and was
rewarded with far more flowers than usual although plants did show some signs of
dehydration. Has anyone else tried this method? I may have a go this coming year.
Binders
If, like me, you are wondering how to keep your TSG magazines together you may be
interested In Modern Bookbinders Ltd. who supply the Coredx binders used for the
BOSS and Haworthlad journals. They normally only supply in 50's, wholesale but
they will supply certain sizes singly. An 8.% u x 6" binder is about £4.00 + p&p. The
address Is:- Modern Bookbinders Ltd. Prlngle Street, Blackburn, Limes, BB1 ISA
TeL-01254 59371.
"New Opunfla Book*
I sent an e-mail to to David Hunt In October regarding this and received the
foDowing reply:- " The book In question will be vol.5 of Succulent Plant Research and
wfll contain (amongst others) major papers on the Andean Opuntlas by James Off
and on opundold seed micro-morphology by Wolfgang Stuppy. All but two of the
expected papers have been submitted but production work has not yet started and
so publication cannot be anticipated before Spring '99."
Wanted
Unrooted cutting, or small plant, of Tephrocactus yanganucensfs (Peru). Will
purchase or swap? Martyn CoDlnson (01243) 785356
Martyn Collinson.

APOLOGY TO ROGER MORETON.
Please note that Roger's surname is Moreton, not Morton as it appeared in the last
issue and on the seed list. Apologies for the error.
Ed.
SEEDS
Seeds are still available as on the enclosed list. However, T. rauhii, which appeared on
the initial December 1998 list is sold out.
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AustrocyUndropuntia verschaffeltll PM308
We are all familiar with the typical version of this plant le. long, cylindrical shoots
topped by small round heads that drop off all over the place. I had two clones, one of
which is virtually spineless but otherwise similar in form.
In the autumn, while staving in Cornwall, I visited Bill Greenaway at Treveague
Farm which Is not far from the lost gardens of HeUgan. He grows S. American cactJ
with habitat data only and, although his selection of Opuntlas is small at present, he is
well worth visiting if you are hi the area (ring first). He mainly supplies the garden
centres hi the area and his plants are all very healthy, however he grows them hi
100% peat (more of which later). He had 3 or 4 plants all labelled O. verschaffeltfl
PM308 one of which I bought, photo attached. As can be seen the lower joints are
much more like a Maihueiiiopsis or Cumulopuntia In appearance and quite different
from the typical plant, although the round joints at the top are more typical When I
queried this with Bill he stated that this occurs because he grows them in peat and
they revert to type If grown in a gritty soD based compost, which I must admit I
found hard to believe. I will of course experiment next year by rooting down some
offsets.
Does anyone have any experience with this particular clone (I assume PM stands for
K.Preston-Mafham)? There is an illustration hi The Chileans vol.15 No.49 p.21 of a
plant from Tafi del Valle 2,500m which Is similar but I have not been able to find out
much else. As an aside, while I was looking for information, I came across an
interesting statement by J.IUffe which may have a bearing on some of our previous
general discussions:- " On the other hand plants like O. verschaffeltll have
segments which are all normally (In habitat) of a determinate shape and length, but
which can be induced , under cultivation, to recommence growth In a succeeding
season and elongate.
Martyn Collinson.
PM does stand for Preston-Mafham. PM 308 comes from the Quebrada de Escoipe.
Whilst in Northern Argentina Ken travelled from 28km South of Alemania (PM306)
via the Quebrada de Escoipe and Cuesta del Obispo to Cachi.
Ed.

"TEPHRQCACTus vmrois".
In Vol. 1, No 2, P28 the query was raised about this name. No trace amongst the
literature was known although labels had been seen bearing the name. The plants in the
pots, in which the labels were seen, looked to be M. rossianus. Recently I was looking
through a Field list of Karel Knize's numbers from KK01 - KK1715 (1967 - 1977) and
noticed an entry stating "KK 765 Tephrocactus viridis Incuio 3,000m Peru". All the
other twenty three named Tephrocacti listed had the name of the Author placed after
the species name, including one stating "Knize n.n.", and all but the latter had an entry
under "original locality". KK 397 T. atroviridis (Werd. & Backbg.) Backbg. was listed
so it would appear that "viridis" is not a mistaken shortened form of "atroviridis" by
KK but a deliberate name, although not sourced. Does this listing mean "viridis" is a
KK name rather than a validly published name? The other question is to ask what does
KJK's "viridis" look like? The site stated, Incuio , Peru, does not suggest one would
expect a M. rossianus form. Are the plants seen labelled "viridis" really the same as
KK 765 or does the real KK765 look different from M. rossianus? Is there anyone who
has a plant labelled "viridis" or can clarify the name?
A.Hill

Variability within the Species
By Klaus Gilmer In "ART" 2.95 - 2 (Translation by R.G.)

With the Tephrocactus proper it has again proved right, what we had already learned
four years ago. In habitat, Tephrocacti are everything else but rare, because almost
everywhere where these plants occur, they grow in such vast numbers and over huge
areas. In most areas it is difficult to walk without stepping on some plants, whether we
speak of the well-known T. articulatus with their papery white spines or forms of /'.
ovatux (PTiff.) Ritter, or plants of the T. alexanderi-hruchii complex. The latter occur in
such variety, particularly with regard to the spine colours, which range from white and
yellow over all possible shades from grey to pitch black. This is also the case with T.
ovatus (Pfeiffer) Ritter, which are equally variable. Here the length of spine is
particularly variable, from 3-4cm to over 22cm! On this trip we have found also T.
articulatus var. oligacanthm (Speg.) Backbg., that is so willing to flower in cultivation.
They do however only occur in certain regions. In conclusion I would just mention that
we have not only found all species and varieties during our trips of 1990 and 1994 of the
true Tephrocacti mentioned by Backeberg in the MCactaceae", but in addition also many
more forms and varieties.
We also found our previous assumption correct, that T. geometricus is just another form
of T. alexanderi/bruchii, but found higher up in the mountains (2,800 m), which is the
most northerly area of its distribution. Here too we find gradations and many forms.
If we speak of many transitional forms, then I can also continue to mention
Maihucniopsis. Because here we find apart from the typical representatives of the various
forms of M g/0m£rafa,(Haworth) Kiesling, M. ovata (Pfeiff.) Ritter, M darwinu (Henslow)
Ritter and M. platycantha and many gradations and forms. M. ovata has flatter spines
and thicker joints if we go from north to the south and flows somewhere together with M.
darwinu. The latter is a flatland form and is more directly related to M. platycantha,
which occurs more in the hills. It is never possible to find a clear dividing line in habitat
between M. ovata and M. glomerata. This does not mean that the group of Maihueniopsis
exists as just one very variable species, but this concept maay not be completely false
either. One can often find M. glomerata and M. platycantha with dense and also
interesting coloured spination..
Incidentally, we found the most lushest flowering Maihucniopsis (in this case M.
platycantha) in an Argentinien Ski-Resort, where 2 m snow and temperatures down to
-25 degr.C. occur (above the snow of course). In Spring when we were there, it was
unpleasantly cold and it was stormy and raining, but the plants were covered in flowers.
In central Argentina one comes across Cumulopuntia (as per Ritter) only by chance and
in this case it is usually C. boliviana (Ritter called these C. famatinensis). Another
Cumulopuntia does notgrow as high in the mountains as in the north of the country, but
is found on cliff walls at about 2,300 m, it is possibly one that corresponds to Backebergs
T. curvispinus. His assertion that habitat of T. curvispinus is in the province Jujuy would
appear to be incorrect Otherwise his descriptions of the plant seem to apply. One of our
most interesting finds during our tour (among many others).
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Tephrocactua ovatus Seedling (CH46c) Photo by C. Holland

Tephrocactus ovatus seedling CJH 122 (Photograph by C.Holland).

O. verschaffeltii PM 308 (Photograph by MCollinson).
The new greenhouse of A.V. James (Photograph by A.V.James).

A
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The Birds and the Bees.
An Article by Klaus Gibner in "Arbeitsgruppe Tephrocactus"2.94-2 (Translation by R. G.)
From own experience I am sure every one knows that there are "good" and "bad"
characteristics for the determination of plants. Therefore those characteristics that are
constant and dominant arc "good", as for instance the turnip root of Tephroocactus
subterranius (Fries) Backebg., that is always present, or such characteristics that are very
variable ("had"), as for example the number of spines per areole by T. dimorphus (Torst.)
Backbg., which can be as low as 10 and as high as 30 in number. Why should flower
characteristics be taken into consideration before all others? This has a particular
purpose, which I would like to touch upon here.
The fact that new "characteristic phenomenon" (as new variations of a characteristic)
occur is connected with mutation of inheritance factors of a plant (no, I will not embark
on a course of genetics).. But it means that through a change in the inheritance factor a
number of new changes of character may occur. Many such changes do not however
influence the development of the plant. Example: if the number of hairs per areole would
normally be constant at 10, by mutation, its seed could produce offspring with 15 hairs
per areole. So whether a plant has 10 or 15 hairs per arcole is for its reproduction
relatively unimportant, whether or not this characteristic is transferred to some of its
offspring or not. (For the survival, such changes have no big role to play).
This is however different with flower-structure; these are subject to a complicated
selection mechanism. Here applies, what Biologists call "Co-Evolution", so called
combined evolution:
A flower, which was changed through a mutation, must still be in a position to attract
insects for pollination in order to guarantee pollination and bear seed. That is only then
possible when the pollinating insect recognises the changed flower, which has changed
looks and proportion through mutation.
It is probable however that:
+
+
+
4-

a change can occur in the flower, as well as in the pollinator
this occurs simultaneously
and then in such a way, that both changes suit each other, and lastly
this occurs in the same region (so that pollinator and the plant can meet)

A plant that is no longer in a position to be pollinated by an insect, can not reproduce in
the long term with this characteristic and will vanish in this form or variety. This means
that changes in flower character are more seldom than other changes.
Whether a cactus flower develops 100 or 105 anthers is relatively unimportant for the
pollinator. But flower structure has a direct influence upon the pollinator (for instance:
length and distribution of anthers or nectar in the flower, or the situation of pollen
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carriers and the style are particularly effected. This can be observed by Orchid flowers
and their often highly specialised pollinating mechanism. This is also the case in most
other insect pollinated flowering plants.
This is therefore the reason why a large proportion of the system for flowering plants is
based around flowers. A typical example for this is the genus Senecio. The stem itself, the
roots and leaves of this genus vary extremely, from annual weeds in our gardens
(example Senecio vulgarti), creeping stems and highly succulent, almost ball-shaped
leaves (Senecio rowleanus), as well as stem succulents forms (Senecio kleiniae), even to
meter-high tree-like forms (Senecio johnstonii). Despite the diversity of the stem and
flowers, they are all placed in the same genus! Why? Because the flower and flower
structure is extremely uniform.
The various flower colours (mostly yellow, but also white and red) do not contradict the
above mentioned principle, but it is less important how we sec the flowers, rather how the
pollinator sees them. For instance, bees perceive a quite different spectrum of light with
their eyes than do and orientate them elves in the search for food principally through U Vlight, which most flowers reflect, but we are unable to see. That clarifies also, why flower
colour as we perceive it, is not a "very good" characteristic, although it is our impression
of the flower. I am sure, that the flowers of, for instance /. subterranius, which flower
white to cream and range to various rose tints, which to our eves show these various
colours, still reflect UV-light and therefore all other colours are uninteresting to bees and
play no part in pollination.
Conclusion: One should certainly take flower characteristics into account when
evaluating the different forms and certainly when evaluating species, but it should never
be overvalued, that is without question. It is also dangerous when establishing sub.
species, to consider only one characteristic, such as seed or spines etc. But the flower has
a particular part to play, which has to be considered. So what is the criteria for correct
sub-division....?

"Schumaililia No2" Has now appeared containing Klaus Gilmer and
Hans Peter Thomas's article on

The Genus Tephroactus s. str. - taxonomy, ecology and
cultivation.
Schumannia also contains an article by Ingo Breuer on "Haworthias" and
another by Karl Zimmer on "Seed Germination"
All articles are in German with a summery in English, excepf'The Genus Tephrocactus",
which has been translated into English in Its entirety. There are masses of colour
illustrations of Tephrocacti in habitat and Haworthia, line drawings and tables. 140 pages.
Obtainable from Rene Geissler at £19.- + £1.50 postage
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East to West
Having been given a an 8i6ft greenhouse the problem was choosing a site. There
were, in fact, two problems:
(A) Shade.
At the bottom of the garden we have a canal which runs in a cutting. Over
the years the trees have grown taB so that now, that part of the garden Is
always In shade.
(B) Position/Space
After a lot of thought and reading, (can't remember which book), it was
decided to put the new house behind the existing one and to position it
East/West. (See photo). This was completed end of March 1998.
Here It redeves fuD sunlight from Spring to Autumn so both single and
double staging was constructed. The single was on the South side, the
double on the North.
I am Interested hi Tephro's and other small Opunttas. These were removed from my
other greenhouse and placed on top of the double staging hi fun sunlight (in 199SJUB
didn't mean very much). The results were astonishing. Plants which hadn't grown
well over the years started to develop more colour, and spination doubled In length
and density. One actually flowered
Although It was sold as a Tephro It
certainly Is not But it is still a nice plant
This whiter the greenhouse is being run cold although it has been fitted with a plastic
liner. Some of my Opuntias have been removed to warmer climes, (the small
bedroom) but the Tephro's have been left in the cold, but dry, greenhouse. We shall
see how they like It
One summer doesn't make it definite but It does seem that a first conclusion is that
plants respond very weD to the East/West layout
A.V. James
Editors Note:
The RHS Dictionary of Gardening claims that this arr angement admits more light

CULTIVATION.
Which is/are the best stucture/s in which to grow Tephrocacti sensu Backeberg and
what is the best layout?
Ed
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Wheia young we had boys' magazines, Rover, Wizard, Hotspur etc. Adventure stories
In th-ese were full of Chinese villains who inflicted horrible tortures on their victims.
For a relatively unwashed child the Idea of dripping water was pretty gruesome but it
was the "Death of a Thousand Cuts" which which put my head under the pillow.
Now I know what they really meant
Havlitig finally finished designing the new greenhouse, which Is to hold our few
Opuntias, I gritted my teeth, dusted the credit card and ordered materials. I chose
acrylic sheet because it Is supposed to transmit more PAR. (Photosyntheticafly Active
Radiation). (Light that is). I knew that 620mm width in the catalogue might mean
anything up to 625mm on site and made due allowance for that and for expansion.
Nine of the thirty odd sheets proved to be even wider, more than 628mm. I was cross
about this and may yet have a go at the supplier but, to save time, I gritted my poor
teeth again and marked the worst sheets out for cutting. I have seen ail sorts of
suggestions about ways of cutting acrylic sheet Specially designed circular saw teeth,
I dom't have any of those. Scoring knives which allow the skilled operator to snap the
material cleanly along a chosen Hue. I don't know a skilled operator. My test sample
slmplly shattered. And so on. I used a new tenon saw with fine teeth.
Reverting to those units, inches, feet, etc, refined, by centuries of evolution, to match
our human scale, noting that the saw advances one sixteenth of an inch per stroke,
that the sheets were six feet long and remembering that nine of them were too wide,
it Is ;a simple matter to calculate the total cuts. This is left as an exercise for the
readier. I got 10,368. It Is not really the death of a thousand cuts. So far only my arm
has died. But I may never play snooker again. Nevertheless we will prevail I'D build
the damn greenhouse even if it kills my other arm.
I've 'done the cutting now, but, If there is a better way I would like to hear of It It
woul d be an advantage if any advice came with a written offer of compensation if It
didn' t work.
W.L Jackson.
WANTED.
Small items of information, queries, wants, plants available or anything else which can
be used to fill the small spaces (such as was here on this page) which occur between
articles as the Journal is being compiled.
Photographs of plants are required. If you have a mature specimen of a plant, a plant
with habitat data, an unusual plant, a plant showing some particular interesting
feature, a plant you just think is beautiful or you want identified then please send in a
photograph. In particular we are very short of plants photographed in portrait (i.e. long
way up) mode to use on the front cover.
Articles are also required for the next issue. Comments, long or short, on the articles
already published in the Journal will be very welcome.
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PERESKIA. MAfflUENIA AND WIDE BAND TRACHEIDS.
The recent LO.S Congress was held in Cape Town, South Africa and it came as no
surprise to find that the programme had a lot of lectures about succulents. However,
there were a few cactus topics and these included a lecture about the anatomy of
Pereskia and Maihuenia. A synopsis of the lecture by James D. Mauseth, Botany
Department, University of Texas, Austin, U.S.A., states; "Pereskia and Maihuenia
constitute subfamily Cactoide; plants of Pereskia are leafy trees with hard, woody,
non-succulent trunks and many other relictual features, whereas plants of Maihuenia
are small cushion plants with highly reduced leaves and soft slightly succulent trunks.
Pereskia has also many relictual anatomical features; epidermis has only one layer and
lacks crystals, hypodermis is absent or only weakly developed, cortex is thin and lacks
cortical bundles, phloem has fibre caps and secondary sclereids and pith lacks
medullary bundles. Pereskia wood has many relictual features; it is dominated by a
matrix of thick walled fibres and there are no wide band tracheids (WBTs). Maihuenia
has a few relictual features in common with Pereskia (epidermis is one layer and lacks
crystals, no hypodermis, no cortical or modullary bundles), but it differs by having
many derived features; there are no secondary sclereids or phloem fibre caps, there are
nests of very thick walled fibres in the xylem but no ordinary matrix of fibres, young
plants produce wood with wide band tracheids but when older they produce a wood of
parenchyma, wide vessels and a matrix of narrow vessels, lacking wide band tracheids
and fibres."
Wide band tracheids are non-perforated water conduction or storage cells with wide,
lignified, annular, or helical secondary walls or bands that project deeply in the cell
lumen. These cells are hypothised to have evolved as an adaptation to water stress and
were previously known to be present in stem and leaf tissue of some Cactaceae. Wide
band tracheids are specialised tracheary elements that produce wide lignified
secondary walls as an adaptation to water stress conditions; such walls would allow safe
rehydration after water stress events. The physiological implications of wide band
tracheids are:l. They act as water storing cells. 2. They act as an alternative water
conduction pathway.
For further reading please see "Anatomy of relictual members of Subfamily
Cactoideae, LO.S. Group la (Cactaceae) by James D. Mauseth et al. BRADLEY A
16/1998.
Dorothy Minors.

Can anyone else give information on the physiology of Opuntias? Ed.
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Tephrocactus curvispinus Backeberg
A very interesting plant to discuss is Tephrocactus curvispinus. Only very little
information has come to light about this plant.
It was described by Backeberg in 1963 (Descr. Cact Nov. Ill: 14). The description reads:
... "cluster forming; stem segments are nearly globose, at first green, then greyish, 2.5 cm
long and 2.2 cm in diameter, with prominent bumps; areoles bare and rather sunken;
spines at first reddish, flexible, then "lead" grey and distorted, somewhat sword-like;
flower ? Its habitat Northern Argentina (Jujuy, mountain areas, discovered by Fechser)"
And what do other authorities say about this plant? G. Leighton-Boyce and Ilift
(Subgenus Tephrocactus, 1973) just mentioned the name with no more information. F.
Ritter (Kakteen in Sudamerika. 1980) did not even mention it at all and R Kiesling
(Darwiniana, 1984) lumped it into Maihueniopsis (as Maihueniopsis boliviana).
I found this magnificent species on all my trips to Argentina, but only in restricted
regions from Pachaco to Iglesia (province of San Juan, 1600 - 1700 m altitude) and even
there it was very infrequent Thus I consider Backeberg1 s location as false (too far to the
north).
T. curvispinus forms large clusters up to 0.5 m in diameter. The stem segments are larger
than in Backeberg's description (5 cm), spines in the lower areoles 0, in the upper part 0 6 cm, twisted, grey and up to 5 cm long. The emergence of the new stem segments is also
interesting. The older one bursts and from the crack a new segment appears (or even
more segments may form from the one crack) as is the case in some other cacti (e.g.
Lophophora). The joints never fall off and are so closely connected that vegetative
reproduction is not easy (I suppose only sexual reproduction occurs in nature). The
appearance of this cushion-forming plant can indicate a very close relationship with
Maihueniopsis (e.g. Kiesling's recombination), but I think it is quite different from M.
boliviana.
Unfortunately, I have never seen the flower, nor the seeds, so I cannot make any
deductions. Thanks to Dave Ferguson however, I can understand this nice plant much
better. Here is part of Dave's letter:
"during my second trip in early February of 1990, the plants were loaded with fruit and
there were a few open flowers. It flowers regularly in Steve Brack's greenhouse, but has
never set seed there. The flower is like that of T. molinensis (white to pale pink) and the
fruit are about the same too (drying and irregularly splitting open when ripe). The seeds
were (if I remember correctly) more like those of T. weberi, small and not so "puffed" up
as in some of the other species.
The plants also have the deeply sunken follicle-like areoles of a Tephrocactus.
T. curvispinus IS NOT a Maihueniopsis! It IS an unusual form of true Tephrocactus.
I Have seen it only in Catamarca, San Juan and La Rioja, but always near the same area
which you mentioned When I first saw it in La Roija, I was very surprised, because
everyone said it was a lost species and of course Backeberg said it grew in Jujuy.
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There are a few places where the plant is nearly spineless, and a few where it is very
spiny, but it is otherwise not very variable".
The above lines fit real Tephrocactus indeed. Is anyone able to add anything with
comments about this plant?
As it is rare in nature, it is even much rarer in cultivation. The seeds are nearly
unobtainable. Its growth is quite slow, but without any problems. But it is important to
remember not to pour water in the cracks of old joints before the new ones burst
through.
Fig. 1 (Front cover) T.curvispinus near Pachaco, San Juan, Argentina.
Fig. 2 (Below) Details of T. curvispinus.
Photos are by the Author, Zlatko Janeba, Czech Republic.
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Secretary's Page
First of all I want to remind you of our meeting in August and hope that you are all able
to come. We have again a full programme with an expert speaker but I also ask you to let
me know that you are coming in order to assess the catering arrangements and lunch at
the Pub.
The programme briefly is to elect the Officers for the coming year, discuss any relevant
matters of administration, but the main item for discussion will be the "Bolivianus"
group of plants.

Please remember to make a note of the date in your diary now!
The "One Day Meeting" is I8t August '99
At the Slimbridee Village Hall,
commencing at 10am.
Our membership has already risen again this year and and I would like to extend a warm
welcome to six new members:
Eddie Newman, U.K. - Ian Pristley, U.K. - Cyrill Hunkeler, Switzerland Franz Ktthhas, Austria - Helmuth Amerhauser, Austria - John Cox, U.K
Please remember articles are always welcome on all aspects, so please don't hesitate to air
your views and experiences. If you are in any doubt how to go about some of the finer
points of putting an article together, I can send you a copy of the guidance leaflet and
"Botany Advisory Leaflet" which gives recommendations on style for printing Plant
Names

Ail articles and comment should be send to the Co-Editor;
William Jackson. 6Q.HardwickRoad. Sutton Coldfield. W. Midlands B74 SDL
May I also remind you that our editor will be pleased to receive small adverts for
publication in the Journal for "plants, cuttings or seed", or any surplus plants or cuttings
you can offer either for sale or exchange. Adverts of 30 words or less are free to
members!

Back Copies are now available again for the following;
Vol. 1 The complete Volume with no.l to 4 1995
Vol. 3 The complete Volume with No.l to 4 1997
Vol. 4 The complete Volume with No,l to 4 1998
Each Volume is obtainable complete, postage paid for
£10.- U.K
£14.- overseas
$25.- U.S.A (in $ notes only)
(All cheques payable in Sterling , made out to: "Tephrocactus Study Group")

All obtainable direct from: Rene Geissler, "Winsford" Kingston Road, Slimbridge, Glos.
GL2 7BW.
The subscription for new members to the TSG for this year remains as before at £10.- for
the U.K and EU, £14.- (for overseas members) and $25.- for the U.S.A (in s notes only).
(If you write to an Official of the TSG and would like to receive a reply, please include an S.A.E., or
one Int Reply Coupon)

See you at the Meeting on August 1st.
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THE MEETING ON SUNDAY AUGUST 1st
After a short business session there will be an illustrated talk by G. Hole on his recent
visit to the Argentine. Last year we discussed the Bolivianus group with special
reference to pentlandii. This year we will be discussing other plants in the group. Please
bring any plants in the group plus any other plants you think will be of interest or
which you would like identified (we will try to help). You are also welcome to bring
plants for sale. It was agreed last year that this year we will ask for a 10% of sales
donation to Group Funds. All members of the TSG are welcome and you may bring a
partner or friends free of charge. We shall be going to a nearby pub which supplies
good food for lunch. Please let Rene know that you are coming.

A few Comments on Vol.5 No.l
There have been some interesting comments on various aspects by Martyn Collinson on
page 304 to 306, but first to the "sooty mould" problem! This always occurs as Martyn
quite rightly says with poor ventilation, not only on Tephro's but on other cacti too,
Ferocacti being a good example. Last year I have had a Ferocactus badly effected by
black mould and I was at wits end. In desperation I put it outside the greenhouse door all
summer from end of may until beginning of September. In a month or so it began to look
quite clean.
This spring it looked very happy and to my great surprise a lovely lot of buds began to
appear. I am sure Tephrocacti do benefit from this treatment and I have already put
some of them outside.
Martyn also comments on the wet winter we have had and I must say I was a bit
concerned about my Maihuenioposis etc. that are out in the frame all winter. At the end
of winter the glass was green with slimy mould that I couldn't see the plants at all I
hurriedly washed the glass and now I can see my plants again. Flowers? I have never had
so many buds on my plants! Even plants that had never flowered before! Pterocactus
fischeri among them for the first time Perhaps at this stage I should mention that I leave
a gap of at least 2" open on all four corners of the frame all year round and take the top
glass off when weather permits in spring and summer.
A. verschaffentii (PM 308): I can't help feeling, there is some misunderstanding about the
plant shown on page 309. Yes indeed, there are considerable variations in A. verschaffeltii
as in other species, but the plant shown looks just like a typical Maihueniopsis! I certainly
would like to see the plant, particularly in flower, which may dispel my doubts.
I would regard growing these plants in peat-based compost as sacrilege and can well
imagine that they will grow somewhat out of character, but not to that extent Some of
you that have seen these plants in habitat may have something to say about that
Rene Geissler
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Comments on VoL 5 p.304
The tendency to extend observations of one genus to another, as hi comparing
flowering of Tephros, Matacana, Coptapoa, etc. ta misleading. The fact that any one
plant grows hi a particular location does not mean that it requires aft, or any, of the
particular conditions prevailing at that location. Perhaps T. geometricus does need a
certain fighting regime to Induce flowering, perhaps not, but extension to other plants
is not justified. For example, many South African plants are popular in UK gardens
but even those from the same zone show levels of hardiness hi the UK that range
from tender to fully hardy. Why? Who knows? but the same logic apples.
As to Hght levels across various zones of Interest to Succulent and Cacti growers, as
compared with more temperate dimes, much appears hi print but very little is
accurate. I currently have an article awaiting publication hi the BCSS Joutnal on this
subject I thought It was to have been hi the most recent Issue.
Peak light Intensities vary surprisingly Httie within the latitudes we are talking about
Day length varies considerably though and there Is also a small, but POSSIBLY
significant, reduction hi blue light levels as you move away from the equator.
Personalty, having no evidence at an, I would tend to think that this blue light level
may be the answer to unlocking the flowers of many South American cacti that are
so reluctant to flower hi the UK.
Carl Garnham

COMMENT ON TEPHROCACTUS VIRIDIS.
Reference the article on P. 306 TSG Vol. 5 No. 1 March 1999. Last October at a BCSS
meeting in Exeter I purchased a small plant labelled T. viridis. My initial reaction was
that atroviridis had been labelled incorrectly but the plant did not resemble material I
had seen of this species. I am far from being an expert but this example of viridis
appears similar to plants I have seen labelled as rossianus. I am aware that this only
partially answers the query raised by the original article - but may help.
Fred Ward.
Can anyone else throw some light on the queries? Ed.
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Hardiness
Buried amongst the compicated set of motives which get us growing these plants
there fa the idea that some of them may be hardy. You might even find a few that you
could grow outside. And It might be possible to get some results without paying a
fortune in greenhouse heating Mb. The experts assure us that this is possible. They
do insist, however, that the plants be kept dry during the cold parts of the year. That
makes sense. There are aqueous solutions Inside the plant If these are short of water
then they wB have a lower freezing point. So, plenty of potash in Autumn, no water
in winter and al wffl be wefl. It's al perfectly rational but..
In Spring, when It's supposed to get warmer, the sun shines and the greenhouse gets
hot The plants are stffl dormant so they get sunburnt It looks Hke red spider damage
but I'm pretty sure that scorch Is just as Ifltely. This can start halfway through
March. Some experts recommend a Hght spray at this time. I did that this year; two
or three times in fact
BUT, what about 'Brown Flower Day'?
On Thursday 15th April, In the wee smal hours, the outside temperature fei to -5°C.
Inside my new, unheated greenhouse It feB to -<4.5°C. Next morning the garden was
fun of brown flowers. We have a beautiful, red flowered Rhododendron right in the
middle of the garden. Two years out of three It gets clobbered by frost There Is
usuaDy at least one fairly severe frost In the middle of April
Now you see the dilemma. Don't spray and you get scorched plants. Do spray and
your plants are wet when it freezes. Does It matter? This Is a question. I want to
know what other people do about this. Is there a problem? Or am I making a
mountain out of a motehV?
By now some of you wffl have spotted the other problem. Is an unheated greenhouse
reafly only hah* a degree warmer than the great outdoors? Mine Is. I've recorded
about twenty consecutive minimum temperatures Inside and out and there's never
more than half a degree difference. Is this what other people find? Or Is it some
weird consequence of the way I've bult this thing? Shal I have to take it to bits and
start again? Should I, perhaps be growing tomatoes? Surely not?
In short, Help.

W.L. Jackson
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Tephrocactus curvispinus Backeberg?
By Klaus Gilmer (AGO R3/97 - Translated By R. Gassier)
In Backeberg's Cactus Lexicon we find Tephrocactus curvispinus described on page 422
and a not so good black & white photograph on page 414. As habitat he gives the
province of Jujuy in northern Argentina. Although it is difficult to visualise these plants
from the description and illustration Backeberg's, the curved and twisted spines appear
quite distinct and unusual
Quite apart from Backeberg's description, this plant is not mentioned in any other
Cactus Literature according to my information. When Hans Peter and I were in the
province of Jujuy in 1990, we were unable to find such plants. T. curvispinus remained
therefore only in name. Fig. 1 Habitat view of a large cushion
This name however became interesting, when in 1994 we saw plants in the collection of
Franz Kfihhas and Walter Scheck in Austria, which remarkably fitted Backeberg's
description. The epidermis of these plants was blue/grey, the spines had a rough surface
and were matt grey in colour. The segments (approx. 2 - 3 cm long and in diameter) had
only few areoles and had large tubercles. Habitat was stated as province San Juan, where
they were found by Franz Kuhhas and Walter Rausch on their trip hi 1991/92. They were
described provisionally by W. Rausch as Tephrocactus Mammilatus: n. prov.
It is quite possible that Backeberg's T. curvispinus and this T. Mammilatus are identical,
although the location of T. curvispinus Backebg. lies over 1000 km further north from the
given location of T. mammilatus.
During our Tour of the Argentine in 1994 Hans-Peter and I have specifically searched for
these plants and actually found them, but in a new location, also in San Juan. They grow
there at a height of about 2.300m, on rather steep slopes, between rocks or rough gravel,
in a very hot and dry area. They grow in tight and compact cushions to over 50 cm 0, as
is the case with many Cumulopuntia and Maihueniopsis (See Fig.l & 2). The segments
there were relatively large with pointed tubercles. They were also characterised by a
turnip root. We were not in a position to witness the flowers, as there were only two old
and withered fruit of the previous year (or even older) and we only found very small new
buds. Neither Ktihhas/Rausch, nor Eggli, who also was in this location since, has seen the
flowers so far because the plants probably flower much later than most of the Cacti in
this region. Fig. 2 view showing part of a cushion
So to which genus or species should T. curvispinus belong?
The characteristics like the coloration of the epidermis, the rough surface of the spines
and also the geographical location remind us of Tephrocactus s. str.. The small areoles sit
relatively deep in the epidermis, as one recognises on the true Tephrocactus
(see also fig. 3).
The compact growth of the cushions, the central tap-root and also the few seeds in the
fruit we found, correspond however to the genus Cumulopuntia. But we are talking about
isolated finds of this genus and the most southerly area for Cumulopuntia. Up to now T.
bolivianus (also a Cumulopuntia) have only been reported as being found in the north
western province (Eggli's personal findings)
All in all, - purely subjective - from first impressions, it could be a "true" Tephrocactus
or at least a transitional link between Tephrocactus s. str. and Cumulopuntia. In the end it
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could still be a Cumulopuntia as an independent species and not just a form of T.
bolivianos as are many other plants in north-western Argentina.
Incidentally, it should be mentioned that Roberto Kiesling probably did not know about
this type, when he wrote his publication in 1994 about Argentinian Opuntioideae,
otherwise he would have surely mentioned it
Up to now we have come across three clones of T. curvispinus, at least as they can be
found in European cultivation, but not very widespread. Most originate from the Nursery
Lakerveld in Holland and are possibly the same clone. It could well be the original clone
from Backeberg.
Cultivation on its own roots, is not particularly difficult according to experience, but the
plants grow relatively slowly. According to habitat conditions higher temperatures are
advisable as with Tephrocactus. Because of the taproot, a larger pot is advocated. The
intensive blue/grey colour of the epidermis will gradually fade in cultivation. For
propagation grafting may be advisable.
Fig. 3 A cultivated plant Because areoles are rather deep-set in the segment,
the epidermis splits around the areole to allow the new segment to emerge.

SEEDS AND STRATEGIES
We afl know the difficulty of germinating Tephrocactus seed eg.Martyn Cofflnson in
the last issue. Could tbb be associated with an extreme facfflty for vegetative
propagation? If, through natural agencies, a plant can spread Us offsets over quite a
wide range Its seeds can be used for more long term strategy. Prolonged delay of
germination may alow the weathering, by a species, of any major environmental
crisis that exterminates parent colonies. It also aiows greater possJbBties for
dispersal. The variabBty within species (qv. Klaus Gflmer, also last issue), assuming
that it Is largely genetic, could be an evolutionary compensation for such a long term
approach to sexual reproduction. If seeds germinate with difficulty or more slowly It
could pay to have genetic plasticity to alow some of the few progeny to respond to
natural selection If necessary.
Back to pratfcalties, In our local (Kingston) group I heard mention of sulphuric add
being used as an aid to Tephrocactus germination. So I had intended to try the
buflders' merchants' product, "Cementone Mortar Clean". This is dean and easfly
available over the counter. It is 16% hydrochloric acid. Batches of a few seeds were
to have each had different periods of immersion In the add. (Eg. 0.25, 1, 5, 20, 60
minutes and 6, 24 and 48hours). But I now have other plans for this spring and
summer, and have sown my seeds normally, straight in compost hi a cat liter tray
leaving them damp and covered hi the garage. So, I hope someone else wffl give this
a try. At the other extreme caustic soda, or any other powerful reactants avaflable
commerdaly, could be tried too.
A. Walker
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Fig.l. T.curvispinus. Habitat view of a large cushion.

Fig.2. T. curvispinus. Habitat view showing part of a cushion.
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Fig.3. T. curvispinus. A cultivated plant.

Photo Johun de Vrics
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Floccosus - Will they flower?
By Klaus Gilmer ABT 3.94 -1 (translated by R. Geissler)
Floccosus, are not true Tephro's, but Austrocylindropuntia's, but respond to the normal
cultural conditions of Tephrocactus relatively without any problems. The spination and
wool so characteristic of them, are formed quite naturally, if they are of the type that
normally is hairy. So there is hardly any reason to vary the cultivation, - or is there?
1.) One plant in this group began to develop bud in 1993 under normal conditions in the
first week first week of March. The plant had not been watered for six months over
the winter months. Mid-March I began to water very carefully when I noticed the
buds. In total there were about 30 buds, but when they were 10 - 12 mm long they
stopped growing and began to dry up! At the beginning of March, the weather
was very good and the temperature in the greenhouse by daytime to over 30° C.
Then at the beginning of September new buds began to appear (normally resting
period).
2.) During winter and particularly at the end of the resting period, one often notices
that many of the floccosus side shoots of the previous year that are less than 10 - 15cm
begin to shrivel At the same time the plants themselves started to shrivel as one would
expect at this time of the year.
Grafted plants (although it is not necessary to graft) can bring the joints through the
winter without shrivelling or drying up much better then those on their own roots. The
stock however usually looks very rather weak. One can further notice that each
grafted clone is almost double the diameter of the normal one whereas the spines and
wool remains the same. The plants do not look forced at all This is of great interest,
because cultivated plants hardly reach their potential Or who has T. rauhii that could
be mistaken for a small Oreocereusl Most of us can't even be sure of having a "real
rauhii".
Grafted plants are not usually kept always totally dry over winter, they usually receive
some water. This may act positively on the scion. That would be very interesting! It was
getting more and more interesting to pursue this theme and we found more information:
3.) It will be noticed that types of floccosus lie more or less on top of the soil, particularly
in winter and one can detect that these horizontal stems are forming "hair-root". It is
also true that cuttings of these groups of plants, taken in September , will still form
roots on the cut even in October and November, even if the compost is kept dry. If the
soil is kept moist, they will root within days.
4.) One collector in England, who has travelled in Peru and Bolivia, cultivates plants of
this group in the open without any protection from the rain from the beginning of
April until the end of September. He lives on the West Coast of England where
summers are very hot and where it is not so cold hi winter as on the continent
Therefore the plants get water earlier and later during the year. Apart from this the
compost remains moist longer after taking them into the greenhouse in the autumn.
S.) W. Rauh writes in his book about the Peruvian Cactus vegetation, (which also includes
the floccosus), that the winter months are never without some precipitation: "...in
June (southern hemisphere) there are daily heavy snowfalls between 4 - 6 o'clock in
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the afternoon..., only cacti in the Puna Zone have their flowering period in the
months with little or no precipitation..."!!!
All this information leads to the conclusion, that the floccosus group never goes through a
completely dry period as is usually known of the TephrocactL It is possible that these
plants grow right through the year, or possibly more during the warmer summer and a
little slower during winter. This would fit with the theory that the floccosus group as
proper Austrocytindropuntia, have a continuous growing point, that continues to grow if
the opportunity is there and not in yearly phases as is the case with Tephrocacti and othe
Opuntia. So the question always arises, do these plants need a resting period in cultivation
at all, as in the true sense of the word? To find out we have made the following
experiments during the winter of 1993/94.
a) Plants kept moist with frost protection and protection from rain (Greenhouse'):
10 various plants were kept moist through summer and winter. At lower temperatures
the air temperature in the greenhouse (0 - 5° C) and the moisture content of the air
was mostly high, over 95%. During the whole winter there were only a few hours of
sunshine.
Result; All plants were growing slowly right through the winter. The small leaves
formed during 1993 remained for quite some time. The growth in winter was as strong
and fat as that of the previous year, as was the spine and hair growth. There were no
losses. Only very few small new joints of the previous year had shrivelled.
The plant in No.l was also included and produced 80 buds in the spring of 1994, but
with the same result of the previous year, they all shrivelled and dried up.
b.) Plants without frost protection, but protection from the rain (Cold Greenhouse);
The plants were on the bench of a cold greenhouse and watered regularly. The
compost was always moist, or frozen. Temperatures of-17°C were recorded.
Result; The plants began to look rather poor after the deep frost and as soon as it
became warmer started to rot
c.) Plants were kept without frost or rain protection (in the open);
Four young plants were planted in a bowl and left outside in the garden. The compost
was continually wet due to rain. Sometimes temperatures went down to -15°C.
Result; With the first frosts at the beginning of November to -8°C the plants showed
no change and looked well At later night frosts during the end of November of -15°C,
the plants began to look glassy and began to turn to mush. As the weather began to
warm later they rotted within days.
d.) Kent drv (almost) without frost protection, but rain protection (Cold Greenhouse):
The same as in (b.) but the compost kept dry.
Result; The plants did not survive the deep frost
e.) Normal Cactus culture; Drv. with frost protection over winter. The result was already
explained earlier.
What can be deduced from these observations? Plants of the floccosus group can of course
be cultivated as before. It does, however, appear not to be the optimum condition for the
plants. It should be possible "to grow" the plants through the winter without any risk. In
habitat there is, even in winter, no actual period drought Being completely dry and rest
appears to be un-typical for these plants.
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in this way, it may be possible to bring these plants into flower even in cultivation as the
Rauh's observations would indicate. I received news from an Englishman in August 1994,
(Their winter) that he observed flowers on these plants in Bolivia. He also reported
occasional snow, which however melted quickly again as soon as the sun appeared in the
morning. Rauh also confirms according to his observations, that the soil always receives
some moisture during winter, even if it is only melted snow.
Many questions still remain, for instance:
• Whether these Austrocylindropuntia, which were recognised by Backeberg, can be
cultivated satisfactorily? If this is the case it will probably apply to the types of the
High-Andes, such as A. weingartiana, or A vestita. A. verschqffeltii for instance, grows
more in an area that is rather dry in winter.
• Perhaps it is not possible to apply this to every type of floccosa? Perhaps one has to
distinguish between plants from the west and the east side of the Andes?
• What do we make of the resting period? One should consider that all Cacti require a
certain rest period to activate buds. But when does this apply to these plants?
One possibility is perhaps the observation at the beginning of June 1994 and also during
the same summer, which followed the winter when the tests were carried out. Most plants
never rested at all, because it was so warm with daytime temperatures of 30°C. I thought
it was a reaction to the heat, because where they grow it probably never get as hot as this.
Therefore I took no notice and continued to water as usual. At the end of July, beginning
of August, when the temperature was even higher (37°C +), the floccosus plants started to
grow, almost to command. Only than did I realise why.
I can imagine, that particularly those plants that grow through the winter, need a quite
different resting period, - perhaps in summer. As I realised this too late during the year, I
was unable to react to this. The following year I would give some of the plants a rest in
summer. Who knows, perhaps in autumn or winter I will have masses of flowers?!
If this is generally the right way to treat all floccosus, the question still remains, can the
growing period be delayed by six months? More experiments still have to be carried out in
the coming years.
Finally, a few comments regarding frost resistance of these plants. One would think that
floccosus should be able to withstand hard frosts without problems. That is actually not
the case. The reason for this is, that the parts of the plant that are above ground are
exposed to frost and it can survive this without any problems. In the Andes it probably
does not happen very frequently that the frost penetrates the ground deeply. The sun
warms up the dark surface sufficiently during the day, so that frost only penetrates 1 2cm and the root of the plant lie much deeper. It is probable therefore that it is the root
that can not withstand our climate
...to be continued
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The collector in England referred to in 4) is Royston Hughes who lives near Liverpool. I
have seen his floccosus plants out in the garden in April. He said that he had to watch
out for slugs who wanted to eat the plants and sparrows who wanted the hair to help
make their nests. The plants looked very healthy but there was a light covering of hair
on the surface of the compost due to the rain washing off the hair. I use the word
"compost" but in fact Royston grows his plants in a mixture of broken brick. This
forms a very porous medium compared to the conventional composts used by cactus
growers. A quick draining compost will obviously be an advantage when growing plants
outdoors in the UK Royston's plants were very short upright stemmed clumps whereas
my plants in a greenhouse tend to elongate their stems and sprawl. When placed at the
front of a shelf they hang their stems downwards over the edge!
My own experience confirms KGilmer's mention of the floccosus group growing all the
year round. A few years ago I examined a plant in Autumn which had increased in size
that year but the new growth was not very hairy. I was surprised the following spring to
see that the plant was again covered in hair. Some of the hair must, therefore, have
grown during the winter.
A. Hill.
What are your experiences of growing the floccosus group? Ed.

SEEDS AGAIN!
I shal never understand the germination of Tephrocactus seeds! I was recently
contemplating a tray of pots of seed, which had been hi for three years and which
had been outdoors, in afl weathers, for most of that time, prior to to consigning them
to the compost heap, when I discovered germination In three of the pots. Mathuenia
poeppigti, Tephrocactus bolivianos and AustrocyttndropunUa rauhiL These latter two I
had never germinated before, whereas, previously, Malhuenias had always
germinated quite quickly, if they were going to germinate at aL
At about the same time I sowed thirty plus pots of seeds, mostly from Steve Brack.
Steve has put a note In with his Tephrocactus seed, suggesting germination
temperatures of 50°C, so I delayed sowing until now, end of May, In the hope of
getting some decent temperatures on the top shelf of the greenhouse. To my
astonishment, despite the total lack of sun, they started to germinate In one week!
The species Involved are Austrocyttndropuntia nigrtsptna. 1XJF289. TephrocacOts
olexandcri DJF379, DJJF397, T. alexandtri v. geometrtcus DJF319, T. glomeratus
DJF177, DJF4S5, T. tgruscens RH1797 (Mats Nlson), T. maUnensts UhHgS067 and
Mlcropuntia tubcrculosorhopaUca (Kohres).
I have also had a pot of Opuntta macrorhiza with one seed germinating last year, but
I00°/o germination this spring.
Regrettably, I cannot report germination In any of the TSG seed sown at the same
time except for A. subulate sown In a propagator. Stout, fast growing seedlings I
guess.
Roger Moreton
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FLOWERING THE FLOCCOSA GROUP
By Johan De Vries (in ABO R.4/96 tranilated by R. Obiter)

After reading all the articles about the Austrocytindroptuttia floccosus group again and
again, it became quite clear to me that these plants receive water during their resting
period which is June [winter] in habitat This would be in the form of hail or snow, which
slowly melts and releases moisture.
That this group does not experience perma-frost there is no surprise to me. Frost does
occur often in the highlands of Peru and Bolivia in the winter but it does not last very
long. The lowest temperatures occur before sunrise and the plants can cope with that The
most important thing is that the roots never freeze and the sun soon warms up the slopes
on the mountains and retains the warmth for long periods. In -any case most of the water
evaporates during the heat of the day.
Having worked all this out I went in the greenhouse and gave all the floccosus plants a
drink of water during the second half of December. I continued to do so for 3-4 weeks
without being too regular about it Soon the small leaflets started to shrivel
The growth was good and shrivelled, but many new hairs began to form. It was a joy to
see the plants, particularly when the sun was low in the evening and the hair glistened
with the back-lighting.
At the beginning of March all my Sulcorebutias receive the first watering and at that time
the floccosus group also gets a light watering as well. But in May watering for the
floccosus must cease, which is about the time when Sulcos are in full bloom.
There is great excitement half way through May when the first buds on A atroviridis
RBT.33 appear. They are the bare, shiny plants that stay quite small, habitat Peru at
400m, Not exactly the most interesting plants!
About the 16. June, it was noticeable that the buds were growing fast and the buds had a
lot of hairs. On the 7. July the first bud opened with a rich yellow flower. The next flower
opened only a few days later. The plant is only 8cm in 0.
At the end of June a further plant of the floccosa group produced also some buds. I have it
under the name A. lagopus var. aureopenicilata. The plant is a little older, about 20 cm 0
and has longer side shoots and comes from Peru at 4700m.
To begin with, the buds were 1cm 0 and by the 2nd of August they were fat and round and
the colour of the flower was clearly visible. The surprise was that it was not red, but a
fascinating orange flower.
Around the time of flowering, the plants looked very shrivelled but one needs to resist the
urge to water.
To summarise, the floccosus receive water until the middle of September. The second half
of December I start watering again. Never too wet! Mid-May watering must cease until
mid-August Then in September all are potted on into larger pots to create some constant
moisture retention because I often tend to forget the watering in winter.
My greenhouse is a cold one and temperatures are allowed to fall to -1C0 and that is
natural as the plants come from the High plateau. In summer I take out several panes of
glass on one side to give them maximum air and to prevent heat pockets.
Naturally, all my floccosa plants will receive water this coming winter and I wonder if
others have had similar experiences and success, which will then confirm the cultural
requirements for the future.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE TSG.
Although the One Day Meeting is a good idea it is unreasonable to expect too many
people to attend due to the distance and cost involved. I do not think this should
particularly worry us all as a group, it certainly does not worry me even though I could
not attend due to the above reasons. I would have to drive circa 1000 km and stay
overnight I have checked that there are no public transport alternatives. The situation
is even worse for members outside the UK, unless they make the One Day Meeting part
of their longer trip to Britain.
Lack of articles for the Journal might be because there is a slow growing cycle of plants
and there may be nothing to report Another reason could be the personal problems of
members. In my experience many people have much difficulty in producing a long piece
of writing or may think too lowly of what they have to say so they decide to stay quiet!
On a more personal note all my plants are growing in a very large bay window. This is
hardly a comparison to other members who have large greenhouse space and big
gardens. I could describe my growing conditions, experiments etc but of what use they
would be to the whole group I am not sure. I do enjoy reading descriptions of all the
other member's growing conditions etc even if I can not match them. I am interested in
growing more plants and some are only available to me as seeds. The successful
germination of this is therefore my immediate concern. So far my success rate with
Tephrocactus is zero. I have identified several possible reasons for that; The seed is not
viable, the seed is too old, some seed did not contain any " nucleus" (discovered after
cutting the seeds in half - during scarification/stratification attempts), I have not been
able to replicate the conditions occurring in nature e.g. cycling of
temperature/humidity, some species do not use seeds as methods of propagation, relying
solely on vegetative distribution (easily rooting pads).
To end on a non - cactus note: I am looking for a plant called Citrus limon var.
ponderosa (a large fruited botanical variant of the standard lemon plant). Could
somebody please help me via the Editor? I have tried all the usual channels across
Britain. Maybe some of the overseas members could offer some suggestions where to
look.
Anna Henderson

This is an abridged version of a longer letter Anna wrote. She has touched upon a
number of points which give food for thought If you cannot come to the One Day
Meeting but wish something to be raised for discussion during "Business" please let me
know so I can do it for you. If you feel nervous about sending in an article please have a
go, send it in and, if needed, the editorial team will edit it for you. It does not matter if
the draft is handwritten The important thing is to have a go and take part
A.H111. Chairman & Editor.
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TEPHROCACTUS
Incl. Maihueniopsis, Puna and related genera

T. atroviridis. Photo by R. Geissler.
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Secretary's Page
This year we have had a record number of members (23) attending our "One-DayMeeting" and I hope everyone has enjoyed it. To meet so many of you was a joy in itself.
Please don't forget the Editors plea for your articles and experiences! If you have any
comments on our meeting, or your own growing experiences, your successes, yes and even
failures are all welcome! Remember, it is your journal, and remember we are all trying to
learn more about the plants!

All articles and comment should be send to the Co-Editor:
William Jackson, 60,HardmckRoad, Sutton Cotdfield, W. Midlands B74 SDL
May I also remind you that our editor will be pleased to receive small adverts for
publication in the Journal for "plants, cuttings or seed", or any surplus plants or cuttings
you can offer either for sale or exchange. Adverts of 30 words or less are free to
members!
Ibis month 1 will start to bring you a few snippets from the mail I have received over the
months, either from members and others that are keenly interested in our plants from
South America.
Our 1'ephrocactus (TSG) web site is being visited quite regularly and I have had well
over 150 enquiries by eMail so far, including some from the most remote places of the
world. So the message is being spread far and wide and receiving quite a lot of interest.
My own homepage of the of the National Collection "Pterocactus", also gets regular
visitors and I receive regular enquiries too.

From my Postbag
From Poland
Our latest member from Poland Piotr Swiatoniowski tells me how keen he is to obtain
plants of I opium-art us, Pterocactus, etc. and this month he has travelled 500 km from his
home to a nursery where he obtained Pterocactus tuberosus (syn. Kuntzii) and
Marenopuntia murenu. He has sent a photograph of the latter in flower, which is often
regarded as the Pterocactus of North America. He is also trying hard to find seed and
cuttings of other Pterocacti.
From Argentina
An eMail has just arrived from Willy Smith in Argentina with an attachment of a
photograph showing a Pterocactus from Uspallata in the province of Mendoza. (The
photograph being sent over the Internet, may not reproduce too well, but I leave it to the
editor whether it can be included). He asked whether it would be possible for me to
identify the plant. Upon reading Dr. Roberto Riesling's account of "The genus
Pterocactus" in the journal CSJGB vol. 44(3) : 51-56 (1982), it appears to be Pterocactus
reticulatus, which is reported to grow in the valleys of Calingasta (San Juan) and
Uspallata between 1500 and 3000 m.s.ni in full sun, together with P. gonjianii and Puna
clavurioides.
Willy is a Cactus collector in Argentina and has offered to help with some information
regarding plants and habitat in his country. Obviously some one to keep in contact with
for the future.
R.G.
(It you write to an Official of the TSG and would like to receive a reply, please include an S.A.E. or
one International Keply coupon)
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THE AUGUST 1999 MEETING
We began the meeting with a short AGM at which all the Officers were re-elected. In the
discussion on the Journal a show of hands revealed that very few members present
possessed copies of publications such as Britton and Rose, Backeberg's Die Cactaceae,
Iliff & Boyce and Kiesling's article in Darwinii. This obviously makes reference and
study of the literature difficult and could partially account for the lack of contributions
to the Journal. However, study of the literature is only one aspect of the Group's
activities. Cultivation, propagation, the development of members' plants etc. are all of
interest to our members and contributions on all aspects of the plants will be of interest.
Articles do not need to be academic. Simple queries will be of interest and could spark
off discussion.
A talk on the Bolivianus group was given by Graham Hole who used plants from specific
habitats to illustrate his ideas. The plants were then placed on the floor of the hall as
though on a floor map. In this way their relationship was obvious. A discussion then
took place on the relationship of the plants. Graham finished the meeting with a wide
variety of slides from his recent trip to Argentina.
On behalf of the members who attended I thank Rene for arranging the meeting and for
booking us into the local pub for an excellent lunch. I also thank his wife for arranging
the welcome refreshments in the hall. Finally I thank all those who attended the meeting.
It was agreed that we shall have a meeting at Slimbridge on Sunday August 6 2000. We
did discuss whether we should try to have a different venue but no suitable alternative
was known and there was a feeling that it would be wrong to alter something which is
working and is so enjoyable. However, if anyone would like to volunteer to arrange
another event elsewhere I am sure there will be support for a second meeting next year.
A.Hill.

BINDERS.
At the August meeting it was suggested that we should supply hinders for
the Journal. Enquiries have hee made and we can supply a Wirex Binder
which will hold three years publications (i.e. twelve copies) and have foil
blocking on the spine. The cost, post paid will be £3.60 in the UK and
£4.85 abroad. Obviously there will be quite a large initial outlay from
our funds although initial sales will enable us to recoup some of it quite
quickly. To enable us to assess whether the scheme is viable we need to
know the initial demand and possible money return. Please will you
inform Rene if you would like to purchase one or more binders? Please
do not send any money yet. It will depend upon the initial demand
whether we go ahead with the scheme.
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Some comments on No.2, Vol. 5
Seed and strategies
A great deal more research needs to be put in with the germinating seed of Tephrocactus,
(see A. Walkers comments on p.322) to get better results. The seed has probably
developed a hard skin that will withstand the possibilities of unfavourable condition that
can occur in some years, so that it can survive until such time which makes it possible for
the seed to germinate and survive. But what produces the right condition for this to take
place? It could be prolonged rain combined with favourable temperatures, or it may be
washed down a slope by the rain and thus be ground thin, combined with quite sudden
changes in temperature, which causes the cotyledon to emerge. Or is it the combination of
light, moisture and heat? It is these questions that need to be answered, for us to take
action to help seed to germinate.
Many different methods have been tried, but no one has come up with a definitive
answer. Some growers chip the seed, others swear by the "frost treatment", yes and some
experiments have been done with acids too. In order to come up with the right answer
extensive tests would have to be carried out which are beyond the ordinary grower, as
this would require considerable time and resources, lest a way is found by shear accident
^ h u h does occasionally happen.
The method using acid has often been advocated and some claim phenomenal success, but
which acid and in which proportion for which type of seed? The thickness of the seed
testa varies with each species and genus. The freshness, or age of the seed is a further
consideration
1 have tried this method with varying success, but 1 have not carried out controlled
experiments to come to a conclusion. Lastly, 1 would question the use of 16% solution of
hydrochloric acid as suggested, or other any other acid for that matter, at the times
suggested by R.W.. A solution of 5% is probably quite sufficient at times of anything
between 10 sec. to 2 mins. To proof the timing, the seed would have to be carefully
washed immediately thereafter to remove all traced of acid, or the seed may be destroyed.
Acids generally, should always be handled with extreme care and should always be added
to water, not vice versa. High concentrations of most acids should be stored in twin
walled bottles.
Does any one else have some experience using the "acid test"?
Some Thoughts on the TSC
Perhaps Anna Henderson (p.330) expresses the view of many members who do not wish
to write and express their views for fear of not matching the wisdom of other members, if
wisdom there is! INo one should be reluctant to express their thoughts, because many an
amateur has found the answer to a little problem by accident that Botanists and experts
have searched for without success for years.
We need the combined effort of everyone! Please let us know of your experiences and
successes in growing these plants, but most of all we need to hear more from those who
are fortunate enough to be able to travel and see plants in their habitat. We get to know
very little about the conditions where they grow. It would be fascinating to know the
types of soils they grow in, what weather conditions prevail together with the day and
night temperatures. Also the accompanying vegetation in the vicinity would be of interest.
We often see photographs with descriptions of particular plants, but little about the
prevailing conditions in their surroundings.
Rene Geissler
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COMMENTS ON Vol. 5 No. 2.
A. verschaffeltii (PM 308). Page 318. I endorse the comments made by Rene and by
Martyn in the original article (Page 306) that the plant in the photograph does not look
like a normal Verschaffeltii. F would expect to see such a green plump verschaffeltii,
especially grown lush in peat, to have much longer leaves.
Greenhouse heating (Page 320). No one so far has written to answer Bill's cry for help as
to why his new unheated greenhouse is only half a degree warmer than outdoors on the
twenty times he has checked the minimum night temperature. I would expect the
difference to be greater. The key to the difference is not simply that there is structure
supplying shelter but the structure during the day should have enabled a heat reserve to
build up which is slowly dissipated during the night. If a heat reserve is not built up or if
it dissipates quickly then the temperatures will tend to level out, particularly towards the
end of the night. I think that Bill put down a solid concrete floor. That will probably not
retain as much heat as an earth floor. Also a new greenhouse usually means initially
there is more room for the plants which do not fill the building. This in turn means that
there is not a large volume of plants to absorb the heat during the day and then slowly
dissipate it during the night. People with half empty free/ers are advised to fill them up
with cheap bulk such as bread or even newspapers as a full freezer takes less electric
power to keep cold. It is the same principle, but in reverse as far as heat is concerned.
Perhaps one solution is for Bill to purchase many more plants whilst assuring Mary that
he will thus have a warmer greenhouse. I do not advocate that he resorts to screwed up
newspaper to fill space but there are cheap ways to create a heat reserve. One method is
to fill containers with water. The large plastic containers for milk or cordial can be used
for this purpose. They are also very useful in a heated greenhouse to form a reservoir of
heat for a very cold night when your heating is perhaps going to be inadequate to
maintain your desired temperature. I have built a double wall of such containers under
the bench on the cold side of one of my greenhouses. Some people place horticultural
fleece over their plants. It is said to make a difference of three degrees and people say
that they have no problem removing it in Spring. I think it will be a different matter
with some of the plants in which we are interested. Has anyone tried fleece over
Tephrocacti? What were the results? A final consoling thought for Bill is that for many
of our plants the purpose of the greenhouse is to keep the plants dry. They will thus
more easily withstand the low temperatures.
Winter growing floccosus. Page 325 /8. Even if you are not going to try growing your
floccosus plants during the winter it will be interesting to examine them this Autumn and
note if they are more hairy in Spring i.e. have they been fully dormant or has there been
some growth. Please will you report your findings?
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Floccosus - Will they flower? ....continued
By Klaus Gilinei KB 1 4/96 - (translated by R. (ieisxler)

Since my article last year Hans-Peter Thomas and 1 have gathered some more experience
about the growing of tloccosus that we would like to share with you. This summer, at long
last we have been able to persuade tloccosus to flower.
If you remember one plant formed bud in spring of 1993, but they all aborted before the
flowers had opened. In view of this and various other reasons we have kept some tloccosus
moist during the winter of 1993/94 and all during winter of 1994/95. They grew very well
without losing any plants at all. Then in the spring of 1994 some of the rather hairy
plants began to form 80 buds and during 1995 even 25U! None of the flowers reached more
than 1cm before retreating again.
The plant wanted to flower, but something prevented it. We had to change something and
remembered that the plants ceased growing during the summer for a few weeks the
previous year but thought it was a reaction to the heat. Now we realise what Rauh had
\vritten and that is that the plants in Peru prefer to flower during the drier period.
Because we have had a rather wet winter in Europe, it is logical to give the plants a dry
period in summer. They seem to be geared to this as they reacted to this by resting. The
plants therefore had to be kept dry from end of May/beginning June of this year (1995).
And so they produced buds again at the beginning of July and grew much faster then
before. Then at the end of July the first flowers opened! The basic colour of the flower is a
rich red and the outer petals light violet. The centre of the flower is coloured orange, (see
Fig. 1)
We hope this is not just a "one-off" phenomenon. That fact is that three other plants
(probably the same clone) also flowered gives us hope. These three plants endured a
temperature up to 35°C; one plant was grafted onto A. subulata. These flowers were
smaller and a rich orange (see fig.2)
One can not say that a moist winter, a dry summer and the dry rest
will cause all
the floccosus to flower, but it is the only method that has worked so tar. Perhaps other
clones or forms need a different treatment.

PTEROCACTUS RETICULATUS.
On the Secretary's page at the front of this issue Rene mentions obtaining a photograph
of the above via the Internet. He states that he is doubtful of the quality and leaves it to
me to decide whether to publish it. As you will see on page 339 there was room to do so.
1 have included it for two main reasons. Firstly 1 want to see whether our printers can
produce a good image. If they are successful then we can use such pictures in future. The
second reason is that although the plant is not a Tephrocactus, Pterocacti are often
mistaken for such. I believe that for that reason we need to know what Pterocacti look
like. Hie print might be a complete disaster. 1 would like your reaction to my reasons for
including the print.
Ed.

TEPHROCACTUS VIRIDIS & ATROVIRIDIS.
F was most intrigued by Alan Hill's little paragraph (Vol.5, No.l, p.306) and would he
interested to see his plant. Searching the Kew Opuntia index does not mention this name
at all. Only an O. wridiflora (Britan & Rose) and O. wridirubra (F. Ritter) as a
Platyopuntia. Also searching other literature has not revealed anything with the name
"viridis" in the Opuntias.
However I do have a plant originating from the German Study Group (RBT.33) called
Tephrocactus atroviridis. I have grown the plant now for about five years and this year it
has decided to flower. From the habit and growth of the plants, I am fairly certain it is in
the Austrocylindropuntia group. The plant tends to grow in autumn though to Spring as
is usual for this group and retains its short, dark green leafs all year round.
T.atroviridis (Werd. & Backbg.) Backbg. was described by Backeberg as a transitional
form from the floccosus group. The plant forms mounds and the joints are cylindrical, 45 cm long, round and 2 - 2.5 cm 0. growing prostrate or procumbent. Joints are
somewhat club-shaped and blunt at the apex. New Joints are initially round, emerge
towards the tip and the underside of the old joints and bear the little dark green leaves
right from the start. The areoles above the humps are spaced quite wide apart and are
somewhat felty. Each areole has only 1-3 fine sharp spines, 2 - 3 cm long, straight and
pointing sideways or lie flat against the joint. The flower is 6 - 7 cm 0 when open fully,
sulphur or citron yellow, style and stamens are also yellow. With me it flowers at the end
of May.
Backeberg quotes the plants as growing in central Peru near Yauli at about 4500 m.
Rauh has noticed variations of it on the Mantaro Terrace in 1956 with more matted
spines.
The plant grows fairly slowly and the old joints shrivel at the bottom to a very dark, dirty
brown. The root system is similar to other Austrocylindropuntia, fibrous and without any
strong taproot. From the cultivation point of view it responds to the same treatment as
other Austrocylindropuntia e.g. watering should begin around September, kept moist
over winter and then continue normal watering from end mid-April until the buds are
fully developed.
Sometimes the plant could be confused with /'. rossianus at first glance, particularly in
the early stages before the joints are fully developed.
I would be very interested to see Alan's plant to see if it compares with mine. Is it possible
that part of the description on Alan's plants was obliterated and thus appearing to read
"viridis"? Or could it be careless labelling on K.K's part? There is an enormous number
of plants in this range and following the enthusiasm with which plants were given new
names in the sixties and seventies if they appeared slightly different, has caused much
confusion over the whole spectrum of Cacti. It is hoped that a new look at classification
now being undertaken, will bring some order, particularly to the Opuntioideae. Even the
most avid "lumpers" now appear to agree that at least two or more groups will take
account of some stark differences within the Opuntia.
It is also fairly clear to me, that the plant can in no way he placed under Tephrocactus
sensu stricta, and without doubt should be assigned to the Austrocylindropuntia group. It
would be very interesting if anyone else has this plant from K Kni/.e, or has anyone found
it in habitat? All comments would be much appreciated.
Rene Geissler
Continued over page
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floccosus. Photo by K. Gilmer

Fig. 2 A. floccosus. Photo by K. Cilmer.]

s

T. viridis. Photo by F. Ward.

Pterocactus reticulatus f
Photo by Willy Smith

Received via Internet.
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A photograph of T. atroviridis KK 397 appeared on the cover of TSG Vol. 4 No. 4 and a
photograph of a plant in flower is on the cover of this issue. As Rene states above the
original discovery site was Yauli, Dept de Junin, Valle del Mantero, in the Cordillera
Oriental (the Eastern range of mountains) in Peru Lat. 11*41'S, Long. 76*06'W. KK397
was collected at Tarma, to the East of the original location.
Karel Knize lists "T. viridis" as coming from Incuio, Peru. None of my maps show this
name. My Encarta World Atlas cannot find "Incuio" when a search is activated on the
computer but gives "Incuyo" in the Dept of Ayacucho, Peru, in the Cordillera
Occidental (the Western range of mountains) at Lat 15 15'S, Long 73 33'W. Spellings
do differ so it is very likely to be the same place. If anyone can find a location showing
the KK spelling I would be pleased to be told.
Fred Ward has kindly sent me a photograph of his plant of T. viridis which is printed on
Page 339. Although the plant is small it looks more similar to rossianus than atroviridis
and it bears a similarity to my plant labelled viridis (which is definitely not atroviridis).
Roy Mottram has kindly gone through his data base and confirms that viridis does not
appear in the literature ie it is not a published name. Thus my original queries (TSG Vol.
5 No 1 Page 306 ) are still pertinent. Is viridis simply a KK made up name? Does KK 765
look like a form of rossianus? If so how can such a form come from Incuio in Peru far
from the normal habitat of rossianus which is to the South of La Paz in Bolivia? Has KK
attributed the wrong location? The new question is whether Fred Ward and I are the
only ones out of the sixty odd members of the TSG who has such a labelled plant. I
rather doubt whether this is the case. If you do possess such a named plant (even if you
cannot comment upon i t ) please will you let me know and if possible state from where
you obtained the plant? Neither Fred's nor my plant actually has a KK number on it.
Has yours?
A> Hiu

Back Copies are now available again for the following:
Vol. 1 The complete Volume with no.l to 4 1995
Vol. 3 The complete Volume with No.t to 4 1997
Vol. 4 The complete Volume with No,l to 4 1998
Each Volume is obtainable complete, postage paid for
£10.- U.K.
£14.-overseas
$25.- U.S.A (in $ notes only)
(All cheques payable in Sterling , made out to: "Tephrocactus Study Group")
All obtainable direct from: Rene Geissler, "Winsford" Kingston Road, Slimbridge, GIos.
GL2 &BW.
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FOOTPRINT HANDBOOKS.
1 have recently discovered these books which are designed for travellers abroad. The
series includes books on Argentina, Bolivia, Peru and Chile. The books provide a wealth
of information on the countries. We, non-travellers, might not need to know about
details of transport and accommodation but there is plenty of geographical detail and
many very useful maps. Studying the maps and reading the books will help you to
follow, a great deal more easily, the Speakers who tell you that a plant is in the
Quebrada del Toro or on the road between Cafayate and San Carlos in Argentina. The
books cost £11.99 from Booksellers such as W.H.Smith etc. The Footprint Handbook
web site is http://www.footprint-handbooks.co.uk
A.Hill
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A New Look at Seed-Raising
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I have received an eMail from a new would-be-member and the method he suggests may
be worth a try and here is what he had to say: (Rene).
I have seen where one says to freeze or keep the seed just above free/ing for months on
end, then sow them. Now I have a couple of thoughts for your group if you are interested.
Has anyone tried the heat treatment on the seed? I will tell you my experience of some
seed. About 10 years ago I set several bottles of seed under the fibreglass in a small
hothouse .(The house was made of wood covered with fibreglass. In our part of the
country we do not use glass, if we did it would have to be heavily white washed or the
plants would fry.) I forgot about the seed. When I was tearing down the hot house about 4
years later I found the seed. Having room on the heat mat I decided to give it a try. (I
have read the warnings and beared the warnings many times about keeping seed in the
refrigerator or it will go bad. I have yet to sec where the plants place the seed in a
refrigerator in habitat to keep them fresh.)
The seed was Epithelantha micromeris and Escobaria minima. I had tried many times to
germinate the seed as fresh seed and out of 200 seed would get 5-20 plants. The seed had
spent some 4 years in very small bottles where the heat coming though the fibreglass had
scorched the wood to 3/16 of an inch deep. From the 133 seed of Epithclantha micromeris
I got 132 plants. Not a single plant damped off from the heat-treated seeds. From fresh
seed I was lucky to get 5 plants out of 20 past the first 2 month. I did not count the seed of
Escobaria minima, but there was about 1/8" seed in the 3/8" 0 bottle. In time
transplanted 867 Vi" tall seedlings and there were twice that many seed just germinating.
The smaller ones were dumped.
Now back to heat treating seed. In recent years we have had the honour of having several
people from England go on desert vacations with us. We have gone to the Grand Canyon
each year with our visitors, this being in April or the first week of May. The elevation is
7000 feet. At that time of the year the air temperature is upper 50's F to low 70's F. The
sun is so strong that it can burn the skin in just a few minutes. Step in the shade and you
have to put your sweater back on. We live at 60 feet elevation here in California, the
south rim of the Canyon is 7000 feet, that means about 7000 feet less atmosphere to cut
out the rays of the sun. Now you go to the north rim and it is 8000 feet and the sun is
worth still, even though the temperatures are about 15° cooler. Much of the desert areas
of North America are in elevations of over 2000 feet. Seed of Cacti lies in the super hot
sand, rock or desert soil till the conditions are just right for germination. This can be as
long as 20 years. I would have to guess that it is the same way in the South American
deserts where the Tephrocactus grow. I would guess that at 14,000 feet the sun could
roast you alive even though the temperature is only 40° F. In considering the treatment
for germination, I would think that a few months just under glass would have the same
effect as lying in the heat of the desert. Another question I have is, would three Summers
under the glass be even better yet? I see that most of the conversation on seed raising is
how hard it is to get the seed to germinate.
From what I understand Steven Brack sows Tephro and related seed and just lets them
bake in the heat. When the Summer thunderstorms hit, he gets quite good germination.
In habitat I would have to think that the seed pods ripen and the seed is spread over the
area cooking in the heat of the sun. If a rain comes along some of the seed may germinate,
the rest Winter over and then roasts again till the next storm. This could be 2, 4, 5 or even
more years away before the conditions are right for germination again.
In several years I will be able to report if just giving the seed the heat and cold we get
here, does any good. I have seed that was kept in the refrigerator for several months and
then set out to germinate. After 1 month I have 0 germination to report.
Elton Roberts, U.S.A

New Greenhouse
My homemade greenhouse works. The plauts have been hi since March and they like
it. I checked a few references and consulted a few experts and settled for acrylic
plastic. A plastic house doesn't need to be quite as rigid as a glass house. So 1 used
less wood in the frame. So it has turned out to be very light and airy. All the plauts
showed their appreciation by producing sturdier growth and better spines. Three of
them have flowered; />/. //<r////Vm. M. dinwrpha and a biggish O. nuirodasys ruflda.
Since then Carl Garuham has sent me a lot of references. Overall these suggest that
acrylic Is perhaps not quite such a good thing long term. Why didn't he send them
before I built it? At least it's working for the time being.
The diagonals in the structure are made of wire. It's cheap and casts a very small
shadow. The trouble is that, if the woodwork is flimsy, tlghtenenmg the wires can
beud the wood. It's like making a greenhouse out of bows and arrows. You also have
10 allow for expansion of the plastic. When the sun gets going the whole structure
creaks and groans. 1 constantly expect something to go 'pmg and bits to fly off at
high speed. But it's held together so far and my fingers are well crossed. I cau't get
the flaming door frame square but I suppose 1 could make the door smaller.
In Volume 4 No.l I wrote a note, headed KlmbulUm about taking cuttings ahead
of disease. This appeared to be working but 1 did say ttiat 1 would own up if the
disease appeared in the new plant. It ilidn t. The old plant is now almost dead and
has been moved to an experimental plot on the compost heap to see If It survives
being put under the potatoes. The cutting produced three inches of atypical, weak
spined and cylindrical growth. But now, In the new house, the original segment has
produced three more. These are as they should be, chalk white, dagger shaped spines
on clavate segments. The weak growth can be removed now. CorynopuntUi clavuta is
not a Tephro but It is a very attractive plant. Although they fade after a few weeks
the spines start off with a red base which is almost as good as a flow ei and even
when faded they are still a very clean white.
When I described the weak growth to Graham Hole he said that they all did that and
that 1 should "knock thai off (the new growth) and It will produce some proper
segments''. I will now. More interesting is 7". diademata. 1 chopped up a ruined plant
and planted the bits. The new growth, even hi the bright new greenhouse, did much
the same thing. Instead of round green segments with flat papery spines I got long,
thin, black cylinders with thin white spines which were pressed right back against the
stem. As the season advanced some of the cuttings produced proper segments,
spherical, dark green and furnished with erect, flat spines. One had a two inch
cylinder with two spheres at one end and the old sphere at the other. It was odd, like
an attempt at an overcomplicated graft sandwiching the cylinder between bits of a
completely diffeient plant. You can see why some botanists have got Into such a
muddle. The questions are, of course, "Is it true. Do they ALL do that?" and, If they
do,-Why?"
W.L.J. Aug. 1999.
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IS IT A TEPHRQCACTUS?
To many people any small opuntiode looking plant must be a Tephrocactus. The more
discerning and botanically aware enquirer will know how to resolve the issue: read the
original description. Lemaire in 1868 invented the name and a translation of his
description reads as follows. "Tephrocactus. Etymolgy: Tephra = ash-grey, colour of the
epidermis. General characteristics. Dwarf plants, some sub-erect with superposed
segments, others with caespitose segments, branched, egg shaped, elongated. Pronounced
gibbous protuberances. Thorns biformed, directed downwards, for the most part flat
folaceous; those in the centre or the small bristles, soft fine silky. Skin smooth, of an
ashen brown. ... Homeland - South America." Backeberg in 1956 gave his description.
"Gregarious and low plants, subcylindrical and cushion forming, either full of short
branches or globular, heaped together in a rounded mass or loosely branched. Habitat
from central Peru to almost the southern extremity of Argentina. Series 1. Elongati.
Series 2. Globulares." Whilst these descriptions give some guide to identification there is
still a wide range of possible interpretation and plants could still be misidentified as
Tephrocacti. When looking at a plant on a sales bench or in a greenhouse how is one to
know if the plant is from South America? If the plant has green segments, not "ashen
brown", can it be classified as a Tephrocactus? Kiesling has outlined a system of
splitting up Tephrocactus sensu Backeberg but again that does not supply all the
definitive answers and I do not propose to discuss his revision. The intention of this
article is to offer some thoughts, based on my experience of plants in pots, of practical
ways to help decide if the plant a novice is examining might be a Tephrocactus sensu
Backeberg.
It was Chris Holland, in one of the early Round Robins of the TSG, who pointed out that
all the Tephrocacti have segments which are circular in cross section rather than
elliptical. This is the only positive characteristic I am going to offer. The rest are all
negatives! If the plant being examined has hooked spines then it is not a Tephrocactus.
Tephrocacti spines are not hooked at the ends although some of them are barbed. One
cannot see the latter feature with the naked eye but a number of you will have found
difficulty in extracting a Tephrocactus spine from your anatomy. Incidentally, has
anyone tried studying, with the aid of a magnifying glass, Tephrocacti spines? If so have
you any comments to make? Tephrocacti do not have sheaved spines. If the plant being
examined has sheaves over it's spines then it is not a Tephrocactus and is most likely to
come from North America. Tom Jenkins initially distributed TJ 61, which he brought
back from Paposo in Chile, as "Tephrocactus Sp.". The plant has sheaved spines
although I once had to work firmly on a spine to separate the sheaf and thus convince a
member of the TSG. TJ 61 is in fact Cylindropuntia tunicata. The species must have
been transported from North America along the trade routes. There is a KK plant in
circulation as Austrocylindropuntia tephrocactoides which is the same as TJ 61. If you
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have one then examine the spines. A group of plants which are often mistaken for
Tephrocacti are the Corynopuntias from North America. I suspect this is not only
because of their habit of growth but because they have a central dagger-like spine which
is directed downwards, thus fitting part of Lemaire's description. Once one, however,
has examined a Corynopuntia with the usually white spines then it is easy to identify the
genus.
The small padded Opuntias which grow close to the ground are often mistaken by the
novice for Tephrocacti. Tephrocacti form clumps which are relatively low to the ground
and might be said to sprawl but they do not send out "runners" i.e.: they do not root
down their segments even if the segments touch the compost. This is in marked contrast
to the Airampoae, for example, whose segments will each root into the nearest pot and
thus travel. Some of you might have had a different experience, of which I would like to
hear, but I have only once found a Tephrocactus segment, still attached to the main
plant, which had sent a root into the compost. I specifically mention compost because 1
am referring to plants in containers. I do not know whether the large clumps in habitat
come from one central root system or whether the outlying segments root down. Perhaps
someone can enlighten me? At our recent August meeting a remark by Graham Hole
suggested that in habitat attached segments do root down. In cultivation even aerial
roots are rare. The only time 1 have found adventitious roots on a Tephrocactus, apart
from the Floccosus group, was on a plant 1 began to repot and found that the root system
and the bottom of the plant was dead. The segments above had thus in desperation sent
out roots into the air. The Floccosus group are different in that I have twice received
cuttings, from different sources, which have had adventitious roots. Each donor has
commented upon this. K. Gilmer in an accompanying article to this one comments on
Floccosus sending out adventitious roots and I have noted it twice on my own plants.
Perhaps this phenomenon is a further reason to separate the Floccosus group from
Tephrocacti sensu Backeberg.
The final thing which is most Tephrocacti do not possess is a growing point as the new
segments tend to burst out of the epidermis.
1 would be interested to receive comments on the above or any other feature which will
help to identify that a plant can be classified as a Tephrocactus.
A.Hill.

NEXT YEAR'S MEETING TOPIC.
It was agreed at our August meeting that our discussion at next year's meeting will be on
I . glomeratus, andicolus and hypogaea. I have copies of the descriptions of the first two
which 1 will be able to publish in the next Journal. Please can anyone help me by
providing me with an English version of the description of T. hypogaea? Please see the
back page of this issue for two relevant photographs.
A.Hill
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TEPHROCACTUS
Incl. Maihueniopsis, Puna and related genera

Cumulopuntia echinacea, Ritter. Cuesta Camerones, 3,000m.
Photo by R. Moreton
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Secretary's Page
By the time you receive this issue the year will be drawing to a close. A year that has been
quite successful for us and we have gained some more new members and I would like to
welcome those who have joined us since the last issue: Peter Burton from Leeds, Royston
Hughes from Bootle, Ken Marley from Wallasey, Richard Marriot from Derby and Fin
Larsssen from Denmark.
Our Editor is looking forward to hearing from all the members with their comments and
observations. Our Journal depends upon everybody' s active support.

All articles and comment should be send to the Co-Editor:
William Jackson, 60,Har<hvickRoad1 Sutton Coldfield, W. Midlands B74 SDL

MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE DUE 1. JAN. 2000
(Subs, renain at £10.00 per annum)

Make cheques payable to "Teohrocactus Study Group** and send to;
R. Geissler, Kingston Road, Slimbridge, dos. GL2 7BW- England.
Please pav promptly!!!
May I also remind you that our editor will be pleased to receive small adverts for
publication in the Journal for "plants, cuttings or seed", or any surplus plants or cuttings
you can offer either for sale or exchange. Adverts of 30 words or less are free to
members!

From my Post Bag
From France
Dawn Nelson writes: "Why is Bill worried about the difference in temperature outside
and inside his unheated greenhouse? I thought the idea was to give our plants a cold, dry,
ventilated winter which is why I put up a new greenhouse for them with slatted staging,
bottom louvres and top window without automatic openers because they would be left
open. I probably get colder temperatures here (often -9° C and can be less than in the
U.K) so I hope I am not heading for disaster this first winter. I don't see the point in
having a cold greenhouse that in fact simply provides shelter and control, and then
worrying about the night temperature drop with bottles of water etc. I understood these
plants were hardy under dry conditions. Or is Bill going to extremes?
Then the other bit of confusion for me is this latest discussion about flowering floccosus
(hot something I am desperately worried about with my young collection). If one gives
plants a dry summer rest and water them in winter - should one move them to a heated
greenhouse. I wonder?"
From Denmark
Fin Larsen tells me: I have been growing Cacti for many years including Tephrocactus
and Pterocactus. I may have about SO different species that have been difficult to obtain
during this time. As you mention - the only book that exists concerning this genus is
Leighton-Boyce and Biffs "The subgenus Tephrocactus". I am lucky enough to have this
book, - even this book is insufficient today. I'm looking forward to join the study group
and hopefully learn some more and maybe participate with some information.
Next year I will be the editor of the Danish Journal "KAKTUS" and it would be a good
idea to mention the study group here"
RG.
(If you write to an Official of the TSG and would like to receive a reply, please include an S.A.E. or
one International Reply coupon)
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Greenhouse Temperatures
I think that Alan Hill has overestimated the value of heat reservoirs in his comments
on greenhouse temperatures, (p.335. Vol.5. No.3.) In round figures, an 8x12
greenhouse gains about 5°C of frost protection from each kilowatt of heating so that,
approximately, a one kilowatt heater can maintain a temperature of 5°C inside
against an outside temperature of 0° C. That means that, with a 5°C difference, the
greenhouse is losing heat at the rate of IkW. As heat transfer rate is proportional to
temperature difference, as darkness falls on a winter's day and the temperature drops
to somewhere around 0° C outside, and with about 20° C achieved inside, the
greenhouse will be radiating energy at around 4kW. Ok, this rate will decrease as the
inside temperature falls (the inside temperature falls exponentially), but temperatures
inside any greenhouse do drop rapidly when differentials are large.
Though not in the same league as metals, glass is a reasonable conductor of heat. It
strikes cold to the touch just like a metal. Why else would double glazing be of benefit.
Even so, this ignores the fact that the huge majority of domestic greenhouses leak air
like sieves. Stand inside, with the door closed, on a windy day and bubble insulation
etc. flutters in the breeze, even when the owner has gone to particular trouble to seal
the building.
So, deep within the balls of soil in crowded pots there will be some warmer spot than
outside in the elements, but not in the bulk of the greenhouse.
As to the argument that the mass of the contents of the greenhouse act as a kind of
reservoir of heat, this is true to some extent but what is true in terms of heat retention
is also true in terms of heat loss. With long winter nights, heat is slowly lost from pots
etc. but the short days will not be enough to rewarm them back to the previous day's
temperature. In a very short period indeed these temperatures will fall too. Each days
warm-up will see the compost rising to a slightly lower temperature than the day
before, and dropping to a correspondingly lower one at night So, although the
temperature seen by any root ball will depend pot size and shape, type of compost,
position of pot and the actual day and night time temperatures experienced I would be
surprised if they didn't soon get very close to the ambient outside.
Carl Garnham.

Folders to hold twelve copies of the Journal
are now available
At £3.60 each (post paid)
To file all your issues tidy and keep them handy!
Please order stating quantity required and inclosing payment, from the
Secretary:

Rent Geissler, "Wnsford", Kingston Road, Slimbridge, Glos. GL2 7BW-England
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Pentlandii/Boliviana
When we decided to take T. bolManus as the subject of our meeting this year I thought
all will become clear but I could not have been more wrong! I am still as confused as ever!
T. pentlandii and T. bolivianus appear to be the most confused groups within the genus.
I do not have much difficulty recognising the various types of Tephrocactus proper (sensu
sticta), but when it comes to telling Maihueniopsis pentlaiutii and boliviana apart I must
admit I am completely at sea. Certain characteristic appear to be so similar, even Britton
& Rose regarded O, boliviano SD. a synonym of O. pentlandii SD.. Backeberg on the other
hand adds even more to the confusion, listing them under his (Globulares group 2) and
showing an illustration of T. pentlandii, which to my eyes is T. rossianus with round
segments (see "Die Cactaceae" p.320 & p.323X whereas Salm-Dyck tells us that the
segments of O. pentlandii are elongated.
According to some authenticated plant material propagated from J. Diff s plants (ex.
Whitestone) the plants look very similar accept that spines on T. bolivianus are stiff,
whereas those of T. pentlandii are thin and pliable.
Of course T. pentlatntii, presumably named after Pentland after his famous trek, but the
plants have no strict boundaries, so plants of this group may well occur outside the area
Pentland has travelled and thus given different names when they were found later
(perhaps /. bolivianos).
They may have some different characteristics due to
environmental influences that occur quite naturally in many areas.
In my collection I have both of them represented by way of plants propagated from J.
Iliff 's plants ex. Whitestone, who gave me some cuttings to establish. They are now a 2-3
years old and beginning to show their characteristics. Quoting from literature supplied
by Whitestone: (see photograph Fig. 6.)
Opuntia boliviana Iliff 409, collected Argentina, in the Prov. Salta, on the Cachi to
Salta road, £. of La Recta de Tin, a cushion about 1 m across, one of a scattered small
colony of similar plants on a bare steep north-facing slope, alt. 3200m. Coll. T.July 1986.
Opuntia boliviana Iliff 411, collected Argentina, Prov.Jujuy, £. of Humahuaca,
above Pucara, on level, apparently granitic pebbly ground with sub-shrub cover of
Bacecharis sp. & Parastrephia sp. (compositae), and with Opuntia cf.soehrensii, Opuntia
"shaferi", and Oreocereus troM, alt3370m.; 10th. April 1986.
Opuntia pentlandii Iliff 250, (propagation from and equal to Iliff 45): Churchman
52. 1964 received from Churchman, Mansfield Woodfield as O. grata by James Diff,
Notes by James Iliff- (pers. Comm. 1992): "The only non-collected plant: an old exChurchman sale, received as "O. grata", and believed to be at least near to the true O.
petitlandii Salm-Dyck. An ugly remnant which should be taken to bits: it roots very easily.
Needs growing hard, otherwise very prone to elongate." (see photo Fig. 6.)
I find all the plants of both boliviana and pentlandii quite impossible to flower. They
grow quite fast and will produce a plant for an 8" pot in about six years. Both are very
hardy and one of the plants of "boliviana", that had got too big for the space I could allow
in the fame, stood outside in the open for about three years and survived the winter well,
although by then it looked rather woody and was discarded after re-propagating.

Rene Geissler
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Comments on Vol.5, No. 3
Bill's greenhouse heating (page 320). As already mentioned by A. Hill (page 335), the
only way to retain the heat is to fill the greenhouse with a lot of plants. But it is also true
that a heat storage can be created by large water containers under the staging. I have
heard of a member on the Continent, who has built his staging an a solid row of large
drums filled with water. These had taps so that the water could be removed in summer.
Now the problem is that the heat has to be there in the first place. Therefore if there are a
number of warm and sunny days to warm the greenhouse and the water, it will be
retained quite well over night as the temperature outside drops. If however there are a
number of dank and frosty days the effect could very well be the opposite, the cooled
water could well help to keep the temperature down in the greenhouse during the day
even if the temperature outside rises a few degrees.
So there are swings and roundabouts! The stored water will however help to equalise the
day and night temperatures, particularly if you are heating the greenhouse.
For the purpose of our plants it needs to be remembered that true Tephrocacti (e.g.
articulatus, bruchii, molinensis, weberi, etc) and most Austrocytindropuntia (e.g. floccosa,
malyana etc) do not like the temperature to drop below zero. The ideal is +2 - +3 " C
during winter. In any case watering with Tephrocactus (sensu stricta) should stop to dry
out the plants from end of August or beginning of September.
On the other hand, Maihueniopsis, Pterocactus and most of the Airampoa types of
Opuntias do not present a problem if they have been left to dry out well during Autumn.
I think Bill should not have any worries!
Viridis again - Alan Hiltfpace 339 - 340). The plant illustrated on page 339 as T. vridis
looks to me very much like Maihueniopsis rosstana v. fuauxiana, Alan Hill's plant and
presumably Fred Ward's both came from K. Knife, Peru and whilst I would not question
its origin, I still have a niggling feeling that something is not quite right "Viridis" simply
means green and if the colouring on the illustration is right, the plant certainly is green.
Can it simple be a K.K invention, as it can not be found in any literature? I feel Alan Hill
is right, it looks more like a "rossiana" type!
Is it a Tephrocactus? (Alan Hill, page 334). Oh yes, several Opuntias have masqueraded
as Tephrocactus in many collections, that is simply misnaming a particular plant! But I
think we also need to get to grips by qualifying names of plants whereby we give the
authority behind the name of a plant for example:
Maihueniopsis boliviano (Saint Dyck) Kiesling
Cumulopuntia boliviana (Salm Dyck) Ritter
Tephrocactus bolivianus (Salm Dyck) Backbg.
Cactus bolivianus Lemaire
Opuntia boliviana Salm Dyck
or
Opuntia alboareolata Backb.
Tephrocactus alboareolatus Backb.
Cumulopuntia alboareolata (Backb.) Ritter
Opuntia zehnderi (Rauh & Backeb.) Rowley
All the above names appear to be validly described and may be used, as long as we
qualify the name used by stating the authority used. The plant name should always be
written in italic, then there can be no confusion. The above simply shows the history of
naming and renaming the plants concerned.
Rene Geissler
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In his first article Rene refers to "Tephrocacti
proper (sensu stricta)" by which he means the
latest revision of the name Tephrocactus
(Lemaire) by R. Keisling who split the genus,
as redefined by Backeberg, into three:
Tephrocactus, Maihueniopsis and Puna. See
Darwiniana 25 (1 - 4) 1984 P171-215. Rene in
his second article refers to "true Tephrocacti "
which again means the plants classified by
Keisling as Tephrocacti. We have still not had
any discussion on R. Keisling's classification
although a number of our members appear to
fully accepted it and use the names. R.
Keisling's study was restricted to plants in
Argentina. This, therefore, left open the
question of what generic names should be
used for the Tephrocacti (sensu Backeberg)
outside Argentina . A name rarely used by
our members is Cumulopuntia. This is a genus
erected by Ritter building upon Keisling's
work because Ritter perceived a group of
plants which did not fit into the new
classification. V. Knight and R. Moreton have
begun to make a literal translation from the
German of Kilter's writing .The following
article is the first part of this work. Ed.

Cumulopuntia pampana.
Apologies for the poor illustration but
Kilter's original picture was very poor.

CUMULQPUNTIA Ritter,
Following proof that the genus TEPHROCACTUS Lem. 1868 in its former compass
had united a range of cacti of very variable origin, this collective genus had to be
divided into genera whose species formed a natural relationship. In this manner the
genus TEPHROCACTUS in the narrowest sense and the genus Maihueniopsis were
newly formed. If one disregards further species, which Backeberg, simply by
incorrect judgement, placed in the genus TEPHROCACTUS, which should however
have been placed in AUSTRO CYLINDROPUNTIA and PLATYOPUNTIA, a lot of
species are still remaining, which together form a particular related group, none of
which belong to the named genera and are not even close to them, but which at this
time have lost their old generic name TEPHROCACTUS. For these a proper name
must be provided, as there is at present no legitimate name for them. I, myself have
been introducing these species in my lists under the name of CUMULOPUNTIA, given
by me. I provide here the characteristics of this genus. Low, loose to dense clumps,
lateral and in some species terminal shoots, with growth in definite segments. Roots
tuberous to fibrous, segments never flattened, but spherical, ellipsoid, ovate or
inverted ovoid, grey green, green or bluish grey green, not tuberculate to strongly
tuberculate, particularly towards the end of the segments, more or less rounded in
age. Tubercles plump, roundish to elongated, in the latter case flattened out below, at
their highest near the areoles. Consistency of the tissue not glutinous, but firm and
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rather hard. Segment size from small spheres,. 1 -2 cm up to large spheres or
elipsoides 5 -13 cm long by 5 -7 cm thick. Areoles very variable in size, becoming
larger towards the end of the segments, often quite substantial, seldom, imperceptibly
increasing in size, round to elongated on the tubercles or on their upper ends, mostly
raised, rarely somewhat sunken, with very small (.5 -3 mm ) long, very deciduous,
acicular, rarely flattened leaflets, with white, yellowish or brownish wool, often with
bunches of yellow, brown or white glochids. Areoles are present to the base of the
segment or the under part of the segment areole free. Spines very variable in strength,
length, shape and colour, always arranged irregularly, not grouped into centrals and
radials. There are no hooked spines, also no strong flattened spines, as often found in
TEHROCACTUS and MAIHUENIOPSIS, just as infrequently hairs, as often found in
AUSTRO CYLINDROPUNTIA. Sometimes lacking spines completely, when glochids
are more freely produced
The flowers show the distinguishing features of opuntia blooms in sharply pronounced
form (See cross section of flower of CUMULOPUNTIA PAMPANA) in the sunken
hypanthium (concave receptacle) which carry the male and female reproductive
organs. The ovary is always broadest on the margin of the hypanthium, the base is
always rounded, never pointed, almost areoless on the outside to densely covered right
underneath with areoles, these with some felt and mostly with rather flattened, always
short and deciduous scales, often with tufts of glochids, often with fine acicular spines,
especially above, sometimes below also. The spines are often still in growth and often
form firstly on the fruits, also often white on the margin of the hypanthium
developing slight half glochids. Cavity of the ovary small, of various shapes, with
thick walls. Nectar chamber always very short and narrow, mostly about 2mm. long,
often with nectar. Flower tube inner (lining of the hypanthium) funnelform, seldom a
little expanded on the upper end, always whitish or greenish. Filaments white to
yellow, less frequently orange red, those below are mostly shorter and thinner,
insertion densely to the edge. Sac yellow to almost white, pistil white, very thick, with
much thinner base, only a little above the base is thickest (3 -6 mm thick), cylindical
or tapered upwards. Stigma with 4 -13 lobes, plump, mostly yellowish, never green,
closed or slightly open. Petals medium size, relatively broad, usually blunt at the tips,
bases narrower, more or less spread out, mostly yellow, less frequently red, never
white, diurnal flowering, night closing.
Fruits elliptical, inverted ovoid, almost fusiform, globular, flat above or also of
hemispherical form, much shorter than wide, not tuberculate or rather tuberculate
above. The seed vessel (ovary) is in the main a wide deep fruit cup, always thick
walled, covered as the ovary was, colour green to yellow, rarely reddened. Seed dry in
the seed capsules, which never contain glochids. There is seldom a very little colourless
mucilage around the seeds. Seeds are always covered with an aril, yellowish to brown,
at the base is a minute opening to the hilum of the soft, aril covered seed shell,
although this opening had often closed itself. The seed is never flat, but quite round,
or only slightly thinner than broad, often pointed at the base. Aril never corky, the
aril casing is more or less broad, mostly raised, always clearly visible, occasionally a
deepened groove on both sides.
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Distribution from 29deg latitude in Argentina and 33deg latitude in Chile, up to
lldeg. latitude in Peru, only in the Western high mountains in Argentina, in the South
from about 2000m high, in Northern Bolivia from about 3000m high, in Chile and
Peru descending to the cooler coasts. A few species ascend to far over 4000m in Bolivia
and Peru and only begin to appear above a height of 4000m. All species of this genus
like plentiful sunshine, intense warming by day and cooler nights, in addition no great
contrasting seasonal temperatures. If the species of this genus, in cultivation seldom or
never flower, then the reason would certainly be that these climatic conditions can
only be realised with great difficulty, above all attention should be paid to making full
possible use of light. The species desire summer rain, with the usual sunny weather
and winter dryness. Only Cc. berteri, unguispina and timida will thrive with winter
dampness and summer dryness, likewise these three species require no large
temperature fluctuations.
Type Species. OPUNTIA IGNESCENS Vaupel 1919
From "Kakteen in Sud Amerika" by Ritter. Translated by V. Knight and R. Moreton.
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TEPHROCACTI IN NORTHERN CHILE
A group of us, consisting of Graham Charles, Roger Ferryman, Chris Pugh and
I visited Northern Chile in January/February 1999. We saw a good many Tephrocacti and
their relatives, but the identification of them has raised more questions than we found
answers. The fact that, at that time of year there were hardly any flowers or fruit to be seen
did not help. However I shall indicate a little of what we found and hope that anyone who can
throw any more light on the identification and nomenclature will do so.
We flew into Antofagasta and the following day came across our first specimens at La
Chimba, a fairly low hill just North of Antofagasta. They were rather poor specimens and
were probably referable to the Tephrocactus (or Cumulopuntia) commonly called berteri, but
which is probably better-called dimorphus.
As we were not only looking for Tephrocacti, I will gloss over the next part of the trip, until
when we were at Cuesta Camerones, which is on a road running East from the main Pan
American Highway, towards Putre At about 2000m we came across another Cumulopuntia,
(Fig 2.) which again could be dimorphus, although I thought it bore a very good likeness to
Tephrocactus atacamensis, as illustrated in Adriana Hoffman's Book, "Cactaceas en la Flora
Silvestre de Chile", Lamina 83a, having darker spines, arranged rather differently, compared
to C. dimorphus. However, as Hoffman's illustration bears no resemblance to that in
Backeberg's "Die Cactaceae", Abb 344, or Ritter's illustration of Maihueniopsis
atacamensis, Abb 718 in volume 3 of his Kakteen in Sudamerica, maybe this is not a valid
observation.
Further up the Cuesta Camerones, at 3000m we came across another Cumulopuntia, to which
we put the name Cumulopuntia echinacea, (Front Cover) it having a reasonable resemblance
to Ritter's illustration Abb 733 and also Hoffman's Lamina 85, particularly in respect of the
rather small number of spines and their disposition. A short distance away was another plant,
this time having reddish-grey segments and thinner spines, but fairly certainly the same
species. Also present at this location was a plant that could be readily identified as Opuntia
soehrensii, although without flowers, which we were to see later. That night, due to running
out of daylight we had to camp on the altiplano, in the rain and near freezing temperatures.
We now took the road towards Tignamar and en route found some extremely large clumps of
C.echinacea (Fig. 3) and also, more O.soehrensii, this time in flower. We also saw one large
clump of Opuntia tunicata, heavily in bud
Our next encounter with "Tephros" was again on the altiplano, after we had moved about
150 Km South and taken a road which leads via Camina to Colchane and the Bolivian border.
All along the road from Camina to Colchane were large clumps of a
Cumulopuntia/Maihueniopsis (Fig. 4 & 5) which, I now believe, after considerable study, may
have been Cumulopuntia hystrix, again after comparison with Ritter's description and
illustration, Abb 727 & 728. It certainly was not the same as the C.echinacea we had seen
earlier. Hoffman does not mention this species, even as a synonym. Also in this location was a
sprawling plant, (Fig. 6) which looks as if it ought to be an Airampoa but we have no
identification for it.
Roger Moreton/ To be continued.
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TSG. Study Day August 1999.
As the autumn draws to a close and we prepare for winter I felt this was an ideal
opportunity to reflect on that sunny summer's day when I made my first, daunting trip
to a TSG. study day. Daunting for two reasons. First, the thought of seven hours on the
motorways from Manchester to Slimbridge and back again in a day, passing twice
throught the M5-M6 Junction which is enought to send a chill up the strongest spine.
Second, as a newcomer to both the group and the hobby, I felt sure my lack of any
academic knowledge of cacti was sure to be hopelessly exposed. Thankfully I was wrong
on both counts.
For me, the highlight of the day was the eagerly anticipated session placing the
assembled plants from the Bolivianus Group on an imaginary floor map of South
America. One constant theme to run through the day was the question of species. Does
the group contain one species of great variation, a small number of species with
different forms or a large number of different species? Although the day did not provide
the answer as I hoped it would, it has stimulated a great deal of thought in my mind on
this subject.
My initial thoughts suggested that the answer was quite simple, a Northwest to
Southeast cline of great variation of one species. But why has no one ever thought of this
before? Again, an easy answer. Because of the great range of the group, Extending over
several thousand kilometres of South America, from Peru, through Bolivia and into
Argentina and Chile, the plants constituting the group were not all discovered together.
With pieces of this immense jigsaw missing it was easy for those early cactus explorers
to come to the conclusion that a new discovery was a new species. As this hypothesis did
not seem to to meet with universal acceptance by all those currently studying this group
of plants I needed to discover more information to test my hypothesis.
We have to remember that the plants that grow in habitat today present us with a snap
shot of their evolution in time. We cannot tell, by simply looking at the plants, which
one came first and in which order the rest followed. Several theories exist to explain this
(1). I decided therefore to return to the root of the problem. How do we define species?
Linnaean binomials have been in use since the 1700's so must have stood the test of time
but a precise definition of the botanical meaning of the word species was not easy to
find. Perhaps the best working definition was that recently put forward by Bruce Bayer
(2).
'A species is a living dynamic system ("system" as defined by Collins Dictionary, 1982)
composed of a group or groups of living organisms which are morphologically and
genetically continuous in time and space.'
How does this help? At first glance, with all the plants laid before us on the floor, whilst
there are several noticeable groupings to be made on morphological characteristics (eg.
the ferocior group), general trends across the whole set could easily be spotted. The
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most obvious was the tendency to long spines at the Northwest and Southeast ends of the
range. Examination of the genetic structure of the plants is now possible (3). Whilst this
could show us the relationship between the individual plants in the group and give clues
as to where they first evolved and how they have spread, it may not answer the question
'are they one species?' Royston Hughes, who collected seed near La Paz, which he
successfully germinated later in England, has personally made some interesting
observations to me. The plants from seed were all morphologically similar. I remain
unsure how to interpret this data. Do we say, because plants at one habitat in the
suspected cline cannot produce plants morphologically similar to another habitat, they
must be different species? Or, can we say that the extreme length of the suspected cline
means that the genetic diversity, although small from one valley to the next, will grow
successively bigger the further we travel so that the plants remain morphologically and
genetically continuous?
Having created what I feel is a good argument for considering the Bolivianus group to
be one species I am left with one final dilemma. How closely do we consider the word
'continuous'? The habitat of these parts is not continuous from Northwest to Southeast.
In the high Andes various observers suggest that the plants live in valleys punctuated by
plantless peaks. A recent newspaper article suggested that the height of Mt. Everest has
risen by seven feet since it was last measured. Was there continuity of the Bolivianus
group along the Andean chain before it rose to its present height? If so, have the
original plants in each valley evolved to their present form from a common ancestor?
Or are the current inhabitants of each valley the progeny of seed dispersal of plants
from neighbouring valleys? Does the latter suggest that we consider the group as one
species while the former imply that each valley has its own species?
In conclusion, whilst researching the definition and meaning of the word 'species' on the
internet I came across the following definition (author and date unknown);
"A species is what a good taxonomist calls a species."
So, for the forseeable future, it seems that we will not have a good answer to the
question" How many species does the Bolivianus group contain."
1.
2.
3.

Hay ash i ML "Mechanism of Radiative Evolution and Evolution Cycle."
Haworthiad 1999, Vol.13, No. 2, pp. 39-46.
Bayer M.B. "Is Classification Science or Art?" Asklepios 77 1999, pp 3-10
Wallace R.S. "Molecular Systematic Study of the Cactaceae using
Chloroplast DNA Variation to Elucidate Cactus Phytogeny.", Bradleya 1995
Vol. 13 pp 1-12.
I.Crook.
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Stopping the Rot
In my previous article (Vol. 5 No. 2. "Seeds and Strategies") I emphasised the facility
for vegetative propagation through offset distribution in Tephrocactus, and that this
permits a more long term strategy for their seeds. However, while this may be true for
some species, in nature many Tephrocactus plants are very tightly packed mounds of
segments. The offsets here do not seem ready to easily separate. But there may be
another advantage to a plant in being composed of jointed segments, the stopping of
disease, followed by vegetative propagation.
If more central, older segments die for some reason younger segments may survive and
put down roots because the rot or disease has more difficulty spreading through a
jointed plant compared with, say, cereoid or cactoid species. I am sure anyone with an
excesss of plants could test this experimentally. Thus there is still the extreme facility for
vegetative propagation but there is no dispersal unless the plant breaks up.
A disadvantage of being segmented can be mechanical weakness. A plant cannot stand
very tall - hence some Opuntias develope unsegmented trunks. Also, at the globular
extreme, a segmented plant cannot store as much water as a narrow joint reduces
volume compared with surface area.
Tony Walker.
O. verschaffeltii
I had a letter from Bill Greenaway. He asks a question which I would like to repeat.
He says that O. verschaffeltii grows with Ken Preston-Mafham, in his Bodmin
greenhouse, as a tall, rather weedy plant with small spines. Cuttings from the same
plant grow with Bill, in peat, in his polytunnel as short, robust plants with good
spines, up to 5cm. Like this it is a very attractive plant which sells well to his visitors.
He asks "Why the great difference in growth habit and spines between the two sites?"
He wonders whether the polytunnel is lighter as a result of internal reflections from
the curved inside surface. (I have wondered whether there might be less reflection of
sun and sky light away from the outside of a curved surface.) He then goes on to
mention another difference. His polytunnel has big double doors at each end and these
are more often open than closed. Ken has suggested that the resulting steady flow of
air across the plants may be the defining factor. Whatever it is, this sounds like the
sort of result that we are all after.
I don't know. My new greenhouse is very bright and gets very hot in sunshine. AH the
other plants seem to have improved since moving in there but verschaffeltii remains a
bit spindly and spineless. On that subject I have a nigrispinus from Bill Greenaway
which differs from samples from two other sources in being more compact and having
black spines. Perhaps the answer does lie in having a steady breeze blowing through.
So, what do you think?
W.L. Jackson
I assume that the above mentioned O. verschaffeltii is the same clone as was mentioned
by Martyn CoIIinson in Vol. 5 No. 1 March 1999 P306 and pictured on P309. Ed.
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NEXT YEARS MEETING TOPIC .
In the last issue of the Journal I reported that at the 1999 August meeting it was agreed
to discuss T. glomeratus, andicolus and hypogea. On the back page of Volume 5.
Number 3.1 also published two photographs of queried examples of T. glomeratus and
T. glomeratus v. andicolus. To aid preparation for the discussion I give below an English
translation of Howarth's original description of O. glomerata and Pfeiffer's original
description of O. andicola. No one has yet offered any help to finding an English version
of Werdermann's description of hypogea. If you can help please will you contact me? A
large number of our members, for a variety of reasons, will not be able to come to the
August meeting. However, it is hoped that some will, in the next few months, make a
special study of the three species via the literature and examining plants. The results can
then be made available to be considered at the meeting and later reported in the Journal.

Qpuntia glomerata Haworth, in Philosophical Magazine, ser. 3.7:111 (1830).
"With branches packed together in a clump; the central spines single, straight, tapering
to a fine point, flat on both sides, very long. It is found in Brazil, and thrives in the
celebrated collection of the London Horticultural Society, as yet without flowering. A
woody form. Observations. The whole plant is a rounded, almost hemispherical mass.
Individual stem-segments somewhat pointed-terete, tightly filled out with flesh, greenish,
hardly 1.25cm thick. Areoles normally with very short dense uniform bristles and one
horny spine more or less central, and of a horny colour, 5 cm long, hardly weak, yet not
rigid, but capable of being bent into a curve."
Please note that whilst the original description of the plant must stand it can be accepted
that the named source, Brazil, can be ignored as an error. Brazil was perhaps the last
port of call of the ship which brought the specimen to England. Pfeiffer gives Mendoza
as the source of his material.
Qpuntia andicola Pfeiffer. Enumeratio Diagnostica Cactearum; 145 (1837).
"A prostrate, densely ramose opuntia; with elongated cucumber-shaped stem segments
tapering at the tip, glossy brownish green, eventually woody: areoles bristly, rather
close-set, with 3-4 thin white hardly stiff spines, and 1-2 longer spines, white, flattened
towards the base.. Stem-segments 8-12mm thick, the lowest
spines 3.75 -5cm long.
Leaflets minute, brown." The source is stated by Pfeiffer to be Mendoza.
A. Hill

Back Conies are now available again for the following:
Vol. 1 The complete Volume with no.l to 4 1995
Vol. 3 The complete Volume with No. 1 to 4 1997
Vol. 4 The complete Volume with No,l to 4 1998
Each Volume is obtainable complete, postage paid for
£10.- U.K.
£14.- overseas
$25.- U.S.A (In $ notes only)
(All cheques payable in Sterling , made out to: "Tephrocactus Study Group")

All obtainable direct from: Rene Geissler, "Winsford" Kingston Road, Slimbridge, Glos.
GL2 &BW,
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Fig. 5. Opuntia/Tephrocactus sp. Camina - Colchane road, 3,100m. Photo by R. Moreton.

Fig. 6. Iliff 250 "pentlandii", Iliff 411 "boliviana", Iliff 409 " boliviana". Photo by R. Geissler.

